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I 

Abstract 

 
Smart piezoelectric and shape memory materials are widely used in 

many fields such as sensing, energy harvesting, automobile, aerospace and 

health monitoring. In recent years, both piezoelectric materials and shape 

memory polymer-based composites have attracted increasing attention 

owing to the favorable shape memory and piezoelectric effects. Among 

these applications, the popularity of flexible energy harvesters receives 

extensive investigation because of their high flexibility, which enables 

them applied in in wearable and implantable devices. Flexibility and 

functionality are key issues for their applications. However, most reported 

flexible composites only exhibit one kind of smart performance, and there 

are few reports on flexible multifunctional nanofibers for energy harvesting. 

Herein, multifunctional nanofibers from lead zirconate titanate (PZT) 

particles and shape memory polyurethane (SMPU) are prepared by 

electrospinning and melt spinning in this study. The resulting fibers and 

nanofibers obtained both piezoelectric and shape memory effects. To 

improve the dispersion, PZT particles were modified by silane coupling 

agents. The developed PZT/SMPU composite fibers are weaved into plain 

woven and coated with PVA films. The interdigitated electrodes are made 

on the surface of PZT/SMPU composite textiles and nanofibers to take 
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advantage of the piezoelectric effect along the longitudinal direction. The 

PZT/SMPU textiles and nanofibers were used to harvest energy from 

sinusoidal vibrations. The modified PZT 60% textiles can generate 55.6 

mV, and the PZT 80 wt% nanofibers sample can produce a voltage of 120.3 

mV (peak-to-peak). Due to the shape memory effect, the PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers can be easily deformed into desired shapes, which revealed their 

ability to realize energy harvesting in complex structures. 

A large number of shape-memory polymers have been reported. The 

variations in recovery properties of shape-memory fibers, foams and 

nanofibers are discussed, and several reasons for the variations of recovery 

properties are also investigated. However, the aligned SMPU nanofibers 

are not presented yet. To understand the influence of aligned structures of 

SMPU nanofibers on the shape memory and mechanical performance, 

unidirectional SMPU nanofibers are fabricated by a specified spinning 

technique. Shape memory performance is improved, and the mechanical 

and shape memory properties with nanofiber directions are clarified. The 

results show that when the nanofiber alignment degree is 0° (parallel to the 

tensile direction), the aligned SMPU nanofibers exhibit eight times larger 

shape recovery stress, enhanced tensile strength (increased to 135%) and 

elastic modulus (increased to 313%), compared with random SMPU 

nanofibers. The aligned SMPU nanofibers with an alignment degree of 0° 

exhibit excellent shape memory properties with shape recovery rates larger 
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than 93%, shape fixity larger than 90%, and a dramatic increase of 

maximum shape recovery stress. Shape memory properties were 

influenced and controlled by nanofibers with different alignment degrees. 

Moreover, the developed aligned nanofibers exhibited good ability against 

stress relaxation and creep under constant strain or stress conditions in 

cyclic loading. The deformation processes and mechanisms of developed 

materials were discussed systematically based on both static and cyclic 

mechanical behavior and shape memory tests. Favorable shape memory 

properties such as high shape recovery rates, recovery stresses together 

with good biocompatibility endow the aligned SMPU nanofibers with wide 

applications. Therefore, the aligned SMPU nanofibers prepared in this 

study can be used as a potential smart scaffold and tissue repair material. 

In addition to the pristine SMPU, the aligned structure of nanofibers also 

affects the mechanical, shape memory and piezoelectric properties in the 

composite system. It is imperative to analyze the influence of structures 

and alignment degrees on the piezoelectric effect. Thus, a multifunctional 

flexible energy harvester based on aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers is 

presented. Due to its shape memory properties, it can be used with surfaces 

with curved and/or complex structures. Mechanical and thermomechanical 

analysis and energy harvesting tests were performed on random and 

aligned nanofibers to investigate the influence of nanofiber orientation and 

its shape memory properties. The results showed that compared with 
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random nanofibers, 0° aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers (the direction of 

nanofibers is parallel to the tensile direction) demonstrate high mechanical, 

shape memory and energy harvesting properties. In particular, the energy 

harvesting properties such as output voltages increase by 5.4 times.  

In addition, owing to the shape memory effect, the PZT/SMPU energy 

harvester can be deformed into various curved shapes in order to match 

complex structures while maintaining its original piezoelectric 

characteristics, which results in enhanced energy harvesting from curved 

surfaces. The developed energy harvester exhibits better piezoelectricity as 

a result of its nanofiber arrangement. Additionally, it offers a flexible 

ability to match various surfaces with complex structures, contributing to 

more effective energy harvesting. 

Finally, due to the flexibility from the nanofiber structure and polymer 

matrix, flexible energy harvesters based on aligned nanofibers can improve 

the energy harvesting efficiency from body movement and keep the “right 

feeling” like clothes for humans. Herein, a flexible energy harvester based 

on PZT/SMPU nanofibers is prepared and made into wearable energy 

harvesters. The fabricated PZT/SMPU wearable energy harvesters transfer 

mechanical energy into electricity from the human body such as the wrist, 

fingers and neck. They exhibit various output voltages owing to different 

body motions, including bending, twisting and applying pressure. The 

results indicate that there is an optimal alignment to the degree of 
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nanofibers applicable to different types of human motion. The PZT/SMPU 

energy harvester with 0°, 45° and 90° alignment degrees generate output 

voltages as high as 23 mV, 55 mV and 36 mV, respectively, during the 

twisting and release cycles. This corresponds to the consistency between 

the directions of nanofiber alignment and strain. These results provide 

insights and methods for the optimal arrangement of nanofibers in 

wearable devices, which facilitates to improve the energy harvesting 

efficiency from the movement of different body parts.  
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Chapter 1: General introduction 

1.1 Polymer-based composites 

To date, composite materials have been used in many fields, including biology [1, 2], 

engineering [3, 4], aerospace [5, 6], sports [7], and energy harvesting [8-10], because 

of the excellent performances obtained from the combination of matrices and fillers 

[11]. Many researchers have combined fillers and matrices to create materials with new 

functions and improve the material performance [12-14]. The composites materials are 

divided into three types including polymer matrix composites, ceramic matrix 

composites and metal matrix composites, according to the concept of the matrix [15].  

Polymers play an important role in composite materials for different applications 

ranged from daily necessities to industrial products. Due to the flexibility [16], 

lightweight [17], high strength [18] and various functional properties [19], polymer-

based composites have attracted a lot of attention, and their applications are expanded 

into many advanced fields such as buildings [20], energy storage devices [21], civil 

infrastructure [22], military [23] and aerospace [24], etc. Polymer composites have been 

prepared from natural polymers or fibers instead of synthetic materials, due to their eco-

friendliness [25]. These composites produced from biological materials such as wood 

[26], cellulose [27] and crops [28], can decrease the waste in the synthesis process [29].  

Different methods are employed to prepare various functional polymer-based 

composites for many applications, including electrospinning [30], melt-extrusion [31], 

solution mixing [32], latex technology [33], and in situ methods [34]. 
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1.2 Nanofillers for polymer-based composites 

Nanocomposites made from a series of organized functional nano-components [35] 

have rapidly become a hot topic and attracted increasing attention. In general, 

nanofillers (nanoparticles, nanorods, nanotubes, nanosheets, nanofibers, nanowhiskers 

and nanolayers) are uniformly dispersed in the polymer matrix [33], which leads to the 

formation of nanocomposites. Due to their great specific surface area [36], high surface 

energy [33] and small size [33], these nanofibers endow nanocomposites with multi-

functional abilities [37], high fracture and mechanical properties [38]. Therefore, they 

can be applied in various areas such as sensors [39], actuators [40], energy storage [41], 

photocatalysts [42], electronics [43] and drug delivery [44]. 

Even a small amount of added nanofillers (lower than 10 wt%) can significantly 

improve the elastic modulus, tensile strength [44], electrical conductivity [45], gas 

barrier [46] and thermal conductivity [47] of nanocomposites. The dispersion of 

nanofillers in the polymer matrix and the interface between different phases are still 

key issues for nanocomposites with high content nanofillers. This is because a high 

amount of nanofillers in the polymer matrix can create a high conductive network. 

Nanocomposites composed of a high amount of nanofillers have distinct features such 

as energy storage [48], piezoelectricity [49], gas barrier [50] and flame retardant 

properties [51]. 

It has been reported that the mechanism of how aggregation [52] and homogeneous 

dispersion of nanofillers affect the performance of nanocomposites. This can be mainly 
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attributed to the poor interfacial load transfer, aggregation of fillers and interfacial 

interaction [53]. To increase the dispersion of nanofillers in the polymer matrix, surface 

modifications [54] are used to improve the interface between nanofillers and the 

polymer matrix. The surface treatment of polymer and nanofillers in nanocomposite 

includes enhanced interfacial interaction [55], grafting modification [56], induced 

surface roughness [54] and in-situ polymerization [57], which results in a well-

dispersed nanocomposite system and high mechanical properties. 

 

1.3 Nanofibers 

Electrospinning is capable of fabricating a wide range of polymer fibers with a 

diameter from the nanoscale to macroscale [58]. Different from traditional fiber 

production processes like wet spinning and melt spinning, polymeric solutions are 

derived and stretched by the applied high electric field [59], which is deposited in the 

form of nanofibers mats. Electrospun nanofibers are light-weight, inexpensive, easy 

availability and self-assembly [60, 61], which depends on different fabrication 

parameters. It indicates that electrospinning is a cost-effective and energy-saving 

method to prepare nanofibers continuously [62]. The characteristics of polymeric 

solutions (the concentration and conductivity of the solution, and molecular weight) 

and fabrication parameters (the applied voltage, feed speed of solution, collector speed 

and displacements) significantly affect the surface morphology and functional 

properties of prepared nanofibers, such as diameters and orientation [63, 64]. 

Electrospun nanofibers exhibit many superior properties like a high surface area [65], 
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high adsorption capacity [66] and large porosity [67]. Such advantages enable them to 

apply in many potential areas such as sensors [68], wastewater treatment [69], medical 

protection [70] and biomaterials [71]. Traditional fiber-reinforced composites are 

prepared by physically combining more than two components such as carbon [72], 

Poly(Butylene Succinate) [73], and glass fibers [74], which can perform as structural 

supports to reinforce the matrix. However, nanofiber-based composites can be 

controlled and designed into random or uniaxial structures [75]. Moreover, they are 

endowed with flexibility and functional properties from the polymer matrix and 

functional fillers [76, 77]. Many nanofiber structures have been fabricated such as 

random, uniaxial and yarn architectures [78, 79], providing isotropic reinforcement or 

transmit signals along the nanofiber direction for nanofiber-based composites [80, 81]. 

 

1.4 Shape memory polymers 

As one type of smart material, shape memory polymers (SMPs) have attracted wide 

attention since their discovery. Owing to the shape memory effect, SMPs are endowed 

with the ability to recover their original shape from a different temporary shape or 

expand its volume to match various designed complex structures [82]. The SMP can be 

actuated by some external stimulus including temperature [83, 84], chemicals [85], 

water [86], light [87] and magnetic fields [88], as multi-functional materials [89]. In 

particular, because of its excellent shape memory effects, biocompatibility [90] and 

biodegradability [91], SMP-based biomaterials possess different features and 

advantages like being self-fitting [92], self-healing [93], self-repairing [94], and having 
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shape fixation [95], which may provide wide opportunities for various applications in 

controlled drug delivery [96], alternative for treatments bone defects [97] and soft 

medical robotics [98]. Compared with the shape memory alloy, SMPs are desirable for 

industry manufacturing because of their flexibility, light weight, low cost and high 

recoverable properties [99], but the weak recovery stress may limit its applications in 

some fields.  

Many previous reports focus on improving shape memory properties. Carbon 

nanotubes can improve mechanical performance, recovery stress as well as recovery 

strain [100]. Carbon nanofibers [101] and graphene nanosheets [102] are used to 

shorten recovery time. The recovery rate of composites is enhanced with the addition 

of silk fibroin [103]. 

SMPs consists of soft segments (polymer segments) and hard segments (cross-

linking points or netpoints). There are more than two separate phases in the SMPs 

molecular network. The hard segments connect with soft segments via cross-linkages 

such as the physical, chemical and interlocked networks [104]. According to different 

hard segments, SMPs are divided into physically cross-linked SMPs and covalently 

cross-linked SMPs. Physically cross-linked SMPs have two transition temperatures to 

switch segments, namely the melting temperature or glass transition temperature [105, 

106]. Physically cross-linked SMPs can be reshaped after fixing, while the original 

shape of covalently cross-linked SMPs is determined during processing [107]. 

Compared with the physically cross-linked SMPs, covalently cross-linked SMPs 

exhibit higher recovery properties due to stronger covalent bonds. It has been proved 
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that the content of hard segments influences the glass-transition temperature and 

mechanical properties [108]. 

 

1.5 Piezoelectric materials 

Piezoelectricity refers to the ability of certain materials to generate surface charges 

in response to applied mechanical stress from environments (direct piezoelectric effect) 

or to produce a deformation under an applied electric voltage (reverse piezoelectric 

effect). This effect is related to an asymmetry in the unit cell of the crystal and the 

resultant generation of electric dipoles due to mechanical distortion [109]. The 

piezoelectric effect was first found in 1880 by Pierre and Jacques Curie. Given that, 

piezoelectricity has promoted the quick development of nanotechnology [110], 

information technology [111] and industrial technology [112]. Piezoelectric materials 

have the ability to convert mechanical energy and electric charges, making them smart 

materials with a wide range of applications in electronic devices [113], such as actuators 

[114], transducers [115], and sensors [116]. Piezoelectric ceramic is one of the most 

commonly-used piezoelectric materials. Among them, the lead zirconate titanate 

(PZT) is the most commercially- used for different applications due to its high 

piezoelectricity, stable piezoelectric effect and temperature stability [117]. 

Unfortunately, the great brittleness and toxicity of PZT limit its widespread applications 

in biomaterials, implantable devices and eco-environments [118, 119]. Therefore, lead-

free ceramic [120] and piezoelectric polymers [121] have attracted more attention due 

to their eco-friendliness and flexibility. They can be applied in wearable devices [122], 
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tissue regeneration [123] and bone tissue [124]. Except for the widely studied BaTiO3 

nanowires and polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) [125, 126], they are similar in 

structure to perovskite or polarized in specific phases. For instance, β-phase PVDF 

based composites are used to detect human motion [127], nerve regeneration [128], and 

convert mechanical energy from body movements and muscle contraction into electric 

charges [129]. 

Besides, multifunctional smart materials can meet multiple needs. Smart materials 

perform only one smart property at a time, and it is difficult and expensive to prepared. 

To combine the two effects in one material, PZT/shape memory alloy laminated 

composites [130, 131] have been prepared by some researchers, but the laminated 

composites are easily delaminated because of weak interfacial bonding between the 

different layers. 

 

1.6 Energy harvester 

Energy harvesting technology that converts waste energy like mechanical [132], 

solar [133], thermal energies [134] into electric charges from surrounding environments 

has received a great deal of attention. Energy harvesters meet the increasing demands 

of renewable energy sources [135], eco-friendly requirements, and can be used to power 

wearable electronics [136]. Among these technologies, piezoelectric effect based 

energy harvester that can generate electrical charges from applied mechanical force are 

changing human life today [137]. These technologies have been applied in many 

engineering fields such as sensing [138], energy harvesting [139], 
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microelectromechanical systems [140], and health monitoring [141]. Energy harvesters 

have become more powerful and miniature. Although pure PZT ceramics exhibit strong 

piezoelectric effect, traditional piezoelectric ceramics-based energy harvesters are 

brittle and hardly deformed into flexible shapes, which limits their applications [142]. 

To overcome these disadvantages, polymer-based piezoelectric composites [143], 

piezoelectric nanowires and piezoelectric polymers[144] have been developed to 

enhance the flexibility and piezoelectricity of the harvesters [145]. Polyurethane [146] 

and β-phase poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) [147, 148] are used as polymer matrices 

to produce piezoelectric composites, aiming to enhance the flexibility. Piezoelectric 

particles are generally coated with coupling agents to enhance the dispersion and 

interfacial bonding between piezoelectric fillers and polymer matrices [149, 150]. To 

enhance the piezoelectricity, conductive fillers such as carbon nanotubes [151] and 

nanographite [152] are added to combine with piezoelectric composites. Up to now, 

many efforts have been made to decrease the preparation production cost and size [153, 

154], increase output voltages [155], enlarge operating temperature ranges [156] and 

ensure stable mechanical properties. These technologies offer very promising solutions 

to overcome the challenging issues about flexible energy harvesters, such as flexibility 

and piezoelectricity [157, 158]. Therefore, flexible energy harvesters can be used for 

the power sources of commercial electronics [159, 160]. 

 

1.7 Purpose of this research 

This study aims to develop a new kind of textile or nanofibers-based smart materials 
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with the piezoelectric and shape memory effect by compounding PZT fillers into shape 

memory polyurethane (SMPU) polymer matrix, leading to the formation of 2D 

composite fibers and nanofibers. The multi-functional smart materials are hardly 

reported. PZT/SMPU composites with the piezoelectric and shape memory effect can 

be applied in energy harvesters and actuators. Because PZT particles are brittle and easy 

to aggregate, it is very difficult to disperse high-content PZT particles into the polymer 

matrix uniformly, even it has high and stable piezoelectricity. Therefore, it is difficult 

to prepare flexible composites with high-content PZT fillers. Moreover, most of them 

exhibit high toughness, which greatly limits their applications. Thus, PZT/SMPU 

composite fibers and nanofibers with high-content PZT particles are prepared. The 

prepared composites are endowed with the expected piezoelectric and shape memory 

effect while keeping the flexibility from the polymer matrix. These advantages could 

help us to explore promising applications with a wide range of either piezoelectric 

materials or shape memory polymers. 

PZT particles were modified by the silane coupling agent to improve the dispersity 

in the SMPU matrix and the interfacial bonding. PZT/SMPU composite fibers were 

prepared by the melt spinning method. The pristine SMPU and PZT/SMPU composite 

nanofibers with random and uniaxial structures were prepared by the electrospinning 

technology. The developed composite fibers and nanofibers with high-content PZT 

have both the piezoelectric and shape memory effect. The surface morphology and 

mechanical tensile test were performed to investigate the modification effect and 

mechanical properties of PZT/SMPU composite fibers and nanofibers before and after 
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modification. 

The thermomechanical analysis was employed to analyze the influence of particle 

modification, PZT particle content and the structure of nanofiber mats on the shape 

recovery properties, including shape recovery rates, shape recovery stress and shape 

fixity. The mechanism of how the alignment angle of nanofibers and the interface 

between the fillers and polymer matrix affect the mechanical and shape memory 

properties is systemically discussed. 

The PZT/SMPU composite fibers are woven into plate weaving and prepared as 

textile-based energy harvesters. The nanofibers-based energy harvesters are made of 

random or aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers. All the energy harvesters were employed to 

harvest energy from external sinusoidal vibrations. The effect of the alignment degree 

of nanofibers and modification effect is investigated to improve the energy harvesting 

properties. Besides, to analyze the energy harvesting properties of the PZT/SMPU 

energy harvester with complex structures, two methods of manufacturing the energy 

collector are pasted on two designed curved surfaces, namely non-pre-deformed and 

pre-deformed. 
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Chapter 2: Preparation of PZT / SMPU composites 

2.1 Introduction 

The composite fibers and yarns, as the main flexible material, have attracted more 

attention to the increasing demand of fibers-based composites with unique properties. 

Various composite fiber-based composites exhibit multi-functional properties, 

suggesting potential applications such as fiber-reinforced composite, smart textile, 

sensor, wearable energy harvester, and electromagnetic shields. It is a convenient 

method to compound different polymers and functional fillers into composite fibers. 

The wet-spinning [1], gel-spinning [2], melt spinning [3] and electrospinning [4] have 

been applied to prepare various composite fibers due to their low-energy consumption 

[5] and easy processing. Among these methods, melt spinning is a fast and cost-

effective method [6] to produce composite fibers. However, the addition of fillers 

results in many problems [7] like higher viscosity and dispersion [8]. Especially, 

nanoparticles within the composite fiber are easy to aggregate in the mixture during the 

melt spinning process because of their small diameter and high aspect ratio. Therefore, 

it is necessary to increase the continuity of the polymer matrix during melt spinning 

while maintaining the endowed properties of composite fibers. 

In the past few decades, electrospinning has become a key manufacturing method to 

produce nanofibers directly [9] with the diameters from nanoscale to microscale, due 

to the simplicity and low consumption for fabricating continuous nanofibers [10], and 

this one dimensional nanostructure plays a vital role in design of new nanomaterials, 
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such as nano-fabrication [11], biomaterials [12], microelectromechanical systems [13] 

and so on. Thus, electrospinning possesses critical attention and wide range of 

applications. In general, these nanofibers are randomly deposited on the collector, and 

formed nanofibers films. The disordered structure of nanofibers resulting in the limit of 

high strength and some request of applications. In recent years, in order to overcome 

the shortcomings of random nanofibers, several researches are reported to fabricate 

aligned nanofibers by some approaches, such as controlling the rotation speed of 

collector [14,15], depositing nanofibers in magnetic field [16,17], employed modifying 

collector setup [18,19] and using near field electrospinning method [20,21]. This kind 

of highly ordered structure endow the aligned nanofibers in a variety of protentional 

applications including biomaterials [22,23], sensor [24], energy harvester [25] and 

engineering [26]. There are many researches focus on the piezoelectric polymer based 

energy harvester, but the study on composite nanofibers with both piezoelectric and 

shape memory effects are hardly reported. 

In this study, a kind of composite fibers with both the shape memory and 

piezoelectric effect is developed. It is a great challenge to produce composite fibers 

with a high content of piezoelectric ceramic (more than 50%) without sacrificing the 

fiber performance. To increase the distribution of fillers in the polymer matrix and the 

interfacial bonding, silane coupling agents are used to modify the surface of particles. 

The developed PZT/SMPU composite fibers are made into 2D plain-woven fabric. 

The random and aligned pristine SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers are fabricated 

by electrospinning technology with a specified device. The PZT particles are modified 
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by a silane coupling agent to obtain better dispersion of PZT fillers to meet complicated 

and variable requirements. The optimal method to prepare PZT/SMPU composites is 

discussed and the characterization of the developed materials is clarified.   

 

2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Modification of PZT particles 

An easy modification method [27] was employed to improve the distribution of PZT 

particles in SMPU matrix. The PZT particles (HIZIRCO ALT, Hayashi Chemical 

Industry Co., Ltd., Japan) were modified by coating silane coupling agents onto their 

surfaces. PZT particles with a specified ratio were refluxed in a mixture that consisted 

of an acetone and silane coupling agent (KBM-503, Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd., 

Japan). This mixture was dispersed using an ultrasonic device (Sonifier 250, Branson 

Ultrasonics Corp., USA.), and then was dried at 70 °C to remove the acetone solution 

completely. 

 

2.2.2 Preparation of PZT/SMPU fibers and textiles 

The non-modified and modified PZT particles were placed separately in a THF 

solution, and dispersed with an ultrasonic device for 15 min (Figure 2-1). Then, SMPU 

particles (MM6520, SMP Technologies Inc., Japan) were added to the mixed solution 

that was being stirred at 600 rpm. After stirring for 24 h, the stirring speed was lowered 

to 400 rpm, and THF was evaporated at room temperature until the ratio of SMPU to 
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2.2.3 Preparation of random and aligned nanofibers 

The random and aligned nanofibers were prepared by an electrospinning method. For 

SMPU nanofibers, A mixed solvent of tetrahydrofuran (THF)/dimethylformamide 

(DMF) (1:1) was prepared, SMPU pellets (MM6520, SMP Technologies Inc., Japan) 

were added as a solute, at a ratio of material to solvent 1:7. The random and aligned 

SMPU nanofibers were prepared by an electrospinning device (NANON-02, MECC 

Co., Ltd., Japan). For the unidirectional SMPU nanofibers, a voltage of 13 kV was 

applied on the spinneret, which is 75 mm from the collector at the speed of 19.63 m/min. 

The spinneret moved at a speed of 2 cm/min with a feed rate of 0.6 ml/h. For 

comparison, random SMPU nanofibers were also prepared, where the collector speed 

was 3.93 m/min. After preparation, all the samples stood at room temperature for 48 h 

and were then dried at 70 °C in an oven for 1 week. 

 

Figure 2-2. (a) Schematic diagram of the fabrication process, (b) Aligned nanofibers 

cut from nanofibers mats and placed at different alignment degrees. 
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For PZT/SMPU nanofibers, the modified PZT particles were poured into a solution 

of tetrahydrofuran (THF)/dimethylformamide (DMF) (6:4), and dispersed with an 

ultrasonic device, and then SMPU pellets were added while being stirred. The weight 

percentage concentration of the PZT particles was 80 wt%. The THF was evaporated 

until the weight ratio of SMPU to solvent (THF and DMF) was 1:7. After evaporation, 

the mixture was aspirated into a syringe to prepare the nanofibers. A schematic diagram 

of the preparation method is shown in Figure 2-2a. Aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers 

were prepared by an electrospinning device (NANON-02, MECC Co., Ltd., Japan). A 

voltage of 20 kV was applied to the spinneret, which was 75 mm away from the 

collector at the speed of 19.63 m/min. The spinneret moved at the speed of 10 mm/min 

with a feed rate of 1 ml/h. For the random PZT/SMPU nanofibers, the speed of collector 

was changed to 3.93 m/min. After the fabrication, all the samples stood at room 

temperature for 48 h and then dried at 70 °C in an oven for 1 week. 

In the analysis of influence of particles content and modification, the PZT/SMPU 

composite fibers and random PZT/SMPU nanofibers were divided into two groups 

depending on whether they were modified or not. The first group is the modified 

nanofibers, PZT 50%-M, PZT 60%-M, PZT 70%-M and PZT 80%-M. The second 

group is unmodified nanofibers, PZT 50%-U, PZT 60%-U, PZT 70%-U, and PZT 80%-

U. All the percentages are weight percentages. 

For the pristine SMPU nanofibers, the developed random and aligned nanofibers 

were divided into four groups: 0° (SMPU-0), 45° (SMPU-45), 90° (SMPU-90) and 

random nanofibers (SMPU-R), According to the alignment degree (see Figure 2-2b). 
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For the aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers, the PZT/SMPU nanofibers were divided into 

four groups depending on their alignment angles: 0° (P/S-0), 45° (P/S-45), 90° (P/S-90) 

and random (P/S-R). 

 

2.2.4 Microscopic morphology 

Scanning electron microscopy (SU1510, Hitachi Co., Ltd., Japan) was used to take 

pictures of the nanofibers. A Schottky Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope 

(FE-SEM) (SU5000, Hitachi Co., Ltd., Japan) was employed to observe the surface of 

composites. The surface microstructures of the modified PZT particles were analyzed 

with a transmission electron microscope (JEM2100, JEOL Ltd, Japan). 

 

2.2.5 Chemical and bet surface area measurements 

The rheometer (RHEOGRAPH 20, GOETTFERT Werkstoff-Prüfmaschinen GmbH, 

German) were employed to measure the viscosity of the SMPU polymer in the melt 

state. SMPU specimens were 20 g, under the condition of the atmosphere, which was 

heated to 190-205℃ melting, to measure the dynamic rheological behavior of the 

material in 190℃, 195℃ and 200℃ and the shear velocity was set to 8. 

The chemical groups on the surface of the PZT particles before and after modification 

were characterized by Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (IR Prestige-21 

spectrometer, Shimadzu, Japan). The modified and unmodified PZT particles were 

mixed with potassium bromide and then pressed into pellets. 

The thermal properties of the SMPU were investigated with the differential scanning 
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calorimetry (DSC) (Thermo Plus DSC8230; Rigaku Corporation, Japan). The samples 

were purged with nitrogen gas and scanned from 0 ℃ to 220 ℃ at a scanning rate of 

5 ℃/min. 

The specific surface areas of the random and aligned nanofibers were investigated 

with an analyzer using the Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET) method (TriStar ii, 

Micromeritics Instrument Corp., USA). Before measurements, all the samples were 

dried at 65 °C in a vacuum for 30 min to remove all solvents. 

The density of nanofibers were measured with a Specific Gravity Measurement kit 

(SMK-301, Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Kyoto, Japan). Ethanol (liquid density 

789 g/mL) was used as a measure of density. 
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Figure 2-5. SEM images of unmodified samples: (a) PZT 60%-U, (b) PZT 70%-U, (c) 

PZT 80%-U. (d, e, f) SEM images of modified samples: (d) PZT 60%-M, (e) PZT 70%-

M, (f) PZT 80%-M 

 

To clarify the differences in morphology between modified and unmodified 

nanofibers, the microscopic structures of the unmodified and modified PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers are shown in Figure 2-5. In the unmodified samples (Figure 2-5(a-c)), PZT 

particles aggregate together, which results from the poor dispersion due to the small 

radius and large surface energy of particles, and strong interactive forces between 

particles. For this reason, a silane coupling agent was coated on the surface of PZT 

particles to improve the dispersion of PZT particles in the SMPU polymer matrix. 
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Figure 2-6. (a) FT-IR spectra of PZT particles and modified PZT particles with silane 

coupling agents KBM-503, (b) TEM images of modified PZT particles with silane 

coupling agents. 

 

FT-IR spectroscopy and TEM is used to confirm the interaction between the PZT 

particles and silane coupling agents. The FT-IR spectra of the pure PZT particles and 

modified PZT particles (modified with the 5% of coupling agents) are shown in Figure 

2-6a. The peaks occur at the wavenumber of 600 cm−1 in the FT-IR spectra of PZT and 

modified PZT particles, and represent the metal oxygen (M-O) bonds in PZT particles. 

Also, the peak of C=O groups from the KBM-503 silane coupling agents appears near 

1720 cm−1, which is a new absorption spectra compared with the spectra of pure PZT 

particles. This result proves that the silane coupling agents are coated on the surface of 

PZT particles. Besides, a TEM image (Figure 2-6b) also exhibits a thin layer of silane 

coupling agents on the surface of a PZT particle, and the thickness of the silane coupling 

agent layer is about 2 nm. 
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2.3.2 Chemical and surface area characterization 

 

Figure 2-7. DSC curves of SMPU pellet, random and aligned SMPU nanofibers. 

 

The results of DSC (Figure 2-7) demonstrate that the baseline of the measurement 

curve increases from about 60℃ to 65 ℃, corresponding to the glass transition 

temperature (Tg) of the SMPU matrix. The Tg of SMPU pellet, random and aligned 

SMPU nanofibers have no obvious shifts. 

 

Figure 2-8. Viscosity vs Shearing velocity of SMPU at different temperature 
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As shown in Figure 2-8, the results of shear viscosity measurements of the SMPU melt 

at different temperatures in a capillary rheometer. SMPU presents a consistent trend at 

various temperatures. The shear viscosity decreases with the increasing shear rate and 

shows a typical shear thinning effect, which is an important feature of melt spinning 

polymers. Given that, to reduce the system viscosity, the shear rate can be increased 

appropriately within a specific range. The shear viscosity increases with the increasing 

temperature. The viscosity of SMPU also shows an increasing trend with increasing 

temperature at the same shear rate. It may be because the motion of the molecular chain 

is more intense with the increasing temperature, indicating the short relaxation time of 

the molecular chain. Hence, when the same shear stress is applied to the polymer, the 

molecular chain counteracts the influence of external force on the disentanglement of 

the molecular chain by its thermal motion. Finally, polymer shear stress increases. 

 

Table 2-1. BET surface area and density of aligned and random SMPU and 

PZT/SMPU nanofibers 

Materials 
BET surface area Density 

m2/g g/cm3 

Random SMPU 0.79 0.78 

Aligned SMPU 0.23 0.79 

Random PZT/SMPU 1.05 3.06 

Aligned PZT/SMPU 0.50 3.7 

 

Table 2-1 shows the BET specific surface area and density of aligned and random 
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SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers. Aligned nanofibers including SMPU and 

PZT/SMPU nanofibers have a lower BET specific surface area and higher density than 

those of random nanofibers, indicating that they have a higher volume of nanofibers in 

the same area. 

 

2.4 Conclusions 

The preparation of PZT/SMPU composite fibers and nanofibers are discussed in the 

chapter. PZT particles aggregate together before modification, which results from the 

poor dispersion due to the small radius and large surface energy of particles. In order to 

find out the optimal method to prepare PZT/SMPU composites, the saline coupling 

agents were used to improve the interfaces between the PZT particles and the SMPU 

matrix. Our results prove that the silane coupling agents are coated on the surface of 

PZT particles, as a bridge to bind the SMPU matrix and particles. Thus, the saline 

coupling agents improve the dispersion and interfaces between the fillers and polymer 

matrix. Besides, the results from BET surface area and density show that the aligned 

nanofibers (including SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers) have lower BET surface area 

and higher density, compared with the random nanofibers, indicated that the aligned 

nanofibers have higher volume of nanofibers and more compact in the same area. 
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Chapter 3: Mechanical properties 

3.1 Introduction 

The mechanical properties are regarded as one of the important factors in the 

composite materials. Although pure PZT ceramics show strong piezoelectric effect, the 

brittleness of PZT materials limits their applications [1]. Because of low consumption, 

low weight, flexibility and easy availability from the polymer [2], energy harvesters 

based on the polymer matrix obtain favorable flexibility and less expensive 

manufactures [3] than pure PZT ceramics. The piezoelectric ceramic-based composite 

energy harvesters require high-percent piezoelectric materials to enhance the 

piezoelectricity [4]. However, a high volume fraction of PZT particles within the 

polymer matrix is easy to aggregate [5] and cause poor interface bonding [6], which 

greatly decreases overall mechanical properties [7]. The mechanical properties of PZT 

based composite energy harvesters still cannot meet the requirement of flexibility in 

engineering fields. To overcome these disadvantages, various fibers and particles are 

compounded into the composites to enhance mechanical properties, like short carbon 

fibers [8], carbon nanotubes [9], graphene [10] and nanoparticles [11]. In addition, the 

modification processes are used in the preparation of composites [12] to enhance the 

interfacial bonding and improve the distribution of particles during mixing [13].  

The mechanical properties include static mechanical, cyclic mechanical and dynamic 

mechanical characteristics. Generally, the static mechanical properties are measured by 

the tensile process, exhibiting some parameters like elastic modulus, yield stress, tensile 
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strength and breaking strain. The cyclic mechanical tests are employed to measure the 

stress relaxation and creep of materials. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) is 

widely used to characterize the storage modulus, loss modulus and damping properties 

of as a function of temperature and frequency. 

In this chapter, the static and cyclic mechanical measurements are conducted and 

investigated to clarify the mechanical properties. The influence of the filler content and 

the effect of modification on the composite mechanical properties are also studied. 

 

3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Static tensile test  

A static tensile was preformed to investigate mechanical properties of the nanofibers 

by a universal tensile machine (RTC1250A, A&D Co., Ltd, Japan) at a speed of 1 

mm/min at room temperature. According to the standard of JIS K-6251-7, the samples 

were cut into dumbbell specimens, in which the nanofiber directions were aligned along 

the tensile direction at 0° (longitudinal), 45° or 90° (transverse) as shown in Figure 2-

2b, respectively. 

 

3.2.2 Cyclic mechanical measurement 

To understand the stress and strain relaxation behaviors of SMPU nanofibers, 

mechanical cycle tests under constant strain and constant stress were conducted 

respectively to observe the hysteresis of the developed materials. For the constant stress 
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cycle test, 50% of the maximum stress is specified as the upper limit. For the constant 

strain cycle test, the upper limit of strain was set at 50% of strain in the elastic region, 

where the upper limit of SMPU-R and aligned nanofibers was 3.5% and 3%, 

respectively. Each sample was tested in 60 cycles of loading and unloading at a speed 

of 3 mm/min at room temperature.  

 

3.2.3 Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) 

The thermomechanical properties were evaluated by a dynamic mechanical analyzer 

(DMA, IT Keisoku Seigyo Co., Ltd., Japan) at a frequency of 10 Hz. The samples were 

cut into rectangles (10-mm length and 2-mm width), and the thickness of the nanofibers 

was varied from 0.15 mm to 0.3 mm. All the samples were tested in tensile mode, and 

the experimental temperature was preformed from 30 °C to 110 °C at the heating rate 

of 5 °C/min. 

 

3.2.4 Morphology Characterization and alignment degree 

The surface morphology of nanofibers was observed by scanning electron 

microscopy (SU1510, Hitachi Co., Ltd., Japan). The alignment degree of random and 

aligned nanofibers were calculated by Image J software. 
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Table 3-1. Mechanical performances of pristine SMPU nanofibers and PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers 

Materials 
Elastic modulus Tensile strength Breaking strain 

(GPa) (MPa) (%) 

SMPU 1.5 218.4 52.1 

PZT 50%-U 1.1 16.0 3.2 

PZT 50%-M 1.6 29.9 2.3 

PZT 60%-U 1.1 23.7 1.8 

PZT 60%-M 1.8 34.3 1.7 

As demonstrated in Figure 3-1 and Table 3-1, the mechanical properties are 

dependent on the modification. Modified PZT/SMPU composite fiber has increased 

elastic modulus and tensile strength. Their elastic modulus enhances 1.63 times (from 

1.1 GPa to 1.8 GPa), and tensile strength of PZT 60% increases by about 1.45 times. 

However, the breaking strain of PZT 50%-M and PZT 60%-M decreases by 28.1% and 

5.5%, respectively. The above results indicate that the PZT particle modification 

improves the dispersion of fillers and interfacial bonding between fillers and the 

polymer matrix. The silane coupling agents act as a bridge to combine the SMPU matrix 

with particles, which augments mechanical properties. Additionally, similar behavior is 

observed from the mechanical properties of all composites fibers with different contents 

of PZT. The elastic modulus and tensile strength increase with the increasing content 

of PZT, indicating that the composite fibers become harder and stronger. 

The tensile strength and breaking strain of pristine SMPU fibers are higher than those 
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of PZT/SMPU nanofibers. This can be attributed to the addition of PZT fillers, which 

hiders the movement of molecular chains and leaves a shorter strain until breaking. But 

after modification, the elastic modulus of the PZT 50%-M and PZT 60%-M improves 

by 6.7% and 20%, respectively, compared with SMPU fibers. 

 

3.3.1.2 Effect of particles content and modification on the mechanical properties 

of random nanofibers 

 

Figure 3-2. Comparison of strain-stress curves of pristine SMPU and PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers. (a) total graph. (b) enlarged graph of initial part. 

 

The PZT/SMPU random nanofibers were divided into two groups depending on 

whether they were modified or not. The first group is the modified nanofibers, PZT 

60%-M, PZT 70%-M and PZT 80%-M. The second group is unmodified nanofibers, 

PZT 60%-U, PZT 70%-U, and PZT 80%-U. All the percentages are weight percentages. 

The stress-strain curves for pristine SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers are shown in 

Figure 3-1 at 25 ℃. Compared with the unmodified PZT/SMPU nanofibers, the elastic 

regions of modified nanofibers become larger after modification. The yielding 
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phenomenon is observed in all nanofibers with different PZT contents, but there is no 

occurrence of necking in PZT/SMPU nanofibers (Figure 3-2). After the yield limits, a 

strain-hardening phenomenon is observed that the strain become larger with the growth 

of stress slow down. All the modified nanofibers have lager break strain than those of 

unmodified nanofibers, this result indicate the PZT/SMPU nanofibers have good 

flexibility. 

 

Table 3-2. Mechanical performances of pristine SMPU nanofibers and PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers 

Materials Yield stress a) Elastic modulus Tensile strength Break strain 

  (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (%) 

Pristine SMPU 2.80 23.89 8.24 375.8 

PZT 60%-U 0.64 23.24 4.36 268.8 

PZT 60%-M 1.26 46.75 4.81 283.1 

PZT 70%-U 0.40 10.82 2.15 129.4 

PZT 70%-M 1.22 91.67 4.01 242.6 

PZT 80%-U 1.21 69.91 3.40 99.6 

PZT 80%-M 1.28 74.83 4.26 203.5 

a) Yield stresses are defined by the 0.2%-strain offset method. 

In comparison of the unmodified PZT/SMPU nanofibers (Figure 3-2 and Table 3-2), 

the elastic moduli of modified PZT/SMPU nanofibers increase after modification, and 

also become higher than the elastic moduli of pristine SMPU nanofibers. The elastic 

moduli of the PZT 60%-M, PZT 70%-M and PZT 80%-M are improved by 26.52%, 
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626.67% and 0.33%, respectively. The increase of elastic modulus results from the 

better dispersion of fillers and better interfaces due to modification. The same 

phenomenon was observed in tensile strength in PZT/SMPU nanofibers. The Figure 3-

2 and Table 3-2 show the enhancement in tensile strength of modified samples 

compared with that of unmodified nanofibers, the tensile stress of the PZT 60%-M, 

PZT 70%-M, and PZT 80%-M nanofibers increases by 10.32%, 86.51%, and 25.29%, 

respectively. Both tensile strength and elastic moduli of modified nanofibers are higher 

than those of unmodified nanofibers (Table 3-2). It can be explained by improved 

binding forces between the SMPU matrix and fillers after modification. The silane 

coupling agents act as a bridge to bind the SMPU matrix and particles. Thus, the saline 

coupling agents increase interfacial interactions and result in improvement in 

mechanical properties. 

Additionally, a similar behavior is observed from yield stresses of all the PZT/SMPU 

nanofiber samples with different contents of PZT (Table 3-2). The yield stress of 

modified nanofibers is higher than that of unmodified nanofibers which results from 

modification. Compared with the unmodified nanofibers, the yield stress of the PZT 

60%-M, PZT 70%-M, and PZT 80%-M nanofibers is improved by 96.88%, 205%, and 

5.79%, respectively. 
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the spatial orientation and form random nanofiber mats, resulting in a wide distribution 

of nanofiber angles (Figure 3-3a). In comparison, the aligned nanofibers are uniform 

across the collector and form well-aligned SMPU nanofiber mats, and the three 

prepared samples at different alignment angles with the main histograms of 0°, 45° and 

90°, respectively. 

The stress–strain curves for random and aligned SMPU nanofibers are shown in 

Figure 3-3e. The strain handing pheromone is observed in all the samples; the strains 

rise slowly with increasing stress after the yield limits, but there is no occurrence of 

necking. The break strains of random and aligned nanofibers are larger than 200%, 

indicating that all of the SMPU nanofibers have good flexibility. 

 

Table 3-3. Mechanical performances of random and aligned SMPU nanofibers. 

Materials 
Yield stress * Elastic modulus 

Tensile 

strength 
Break strain 

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (%) 

SMPU-R 10.6 97.0 18.0 232.9 

SMPU-0 13.0 303.7 24.3 325.0 

SMPU-45 7.1 161.7 12.5 279.2 

SMPU-90 6.6 97.9 11.5 275.9 

* Yield stresses are defined by the 0.2%-strain offset method. 

The mechanical properties of random and aligned SMPU nanofibers are shown in 

Figure 3-3f and g and Table 3-3. The mechanical properties of 0° alignment degree 

provide higher yield stress, elastic modulus, tensile strength and breaking strain than 
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randomly oriented SMPU nanofibers. Compared with SMPU-R, the yield stress, elastic 

modulus, tensile strength and breaking strain of SMPU-0 are increased by 22.6%, 

213.1%, 35% and 39.5%, respectively (Table 3-3). When the alignment angle decreases 

from 90° to 0°, the volume of nanofibers along the strain direction becomes greater, 

which bear the main applied load during the tensile process, resulting in the promotion 

of the mechanical properties of aligned nanofibers. For the SMPU-90, when the 

transverse tensile is applied to the nanofibers, the tensile direction is perpendicular to 

the nanofiber direction; thus, the debonding and fractures of nanofibers in the off-axis 

direction lead to a decrease in break strains. These results indicate that the volume 

faction of nanofibers along the tensile direction plays an important role in mechanical 

properties. 

Compared with the SMPU-R, stretching in the preparation process also contributes 

to the increment of tensile strength in SMPU-0 at temperatures below Tg. The aligned 

nanofibers are collected at high speed rotation with high tension in which the molecular 

chains are drafted along the longitudinal direction (rotation direction) at room 

temperature. This primary stretching in the preparation process endows the aligned 

nanofibers with higher stored energy than random nanofibers and cause an increase in 

elasticity and stiffness below Tg. Figure 3-8a shows that the storage modulus of aligned 

SMPU nanofibers is about five times higher than that of random SMPU nanofibers, 

especially for 0° sample. The increased storage modulus induces the hardness of 

nanofibers and leads to incremental strength.  
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Figure 3-4. SEM images of PZT/SMPU nanofibers and variations of nanofiber 

orientation: (a) random nanofibers, (b) nanofibers aligned at 0°, (c) nanofibers aligned 

at 45°, (d) nanofibers aligned at 90°, (e) strain-stress curves of PZT/SMPU nanofibers, 

and (f-g) the yield stress, elastic modulus, tensile strength and break strain of 

PZT/SMPU nanofibers. 

 

The PZT/SMPU nanofibers were divided into four groups depending on their 

alignment angles: 0° (P/S-0), 45° (P/S-45), 90° (P/S-90) and random (P/S-R). 

Figure 3-4(a-d) clearly shows the microstructures of random and aligned PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers. By controlling the speed of the collector during the electrospinning process, 

the PZT/SMPU aligned nanofibers (Figure 3-4(b-d)) were aligned across the collector 

and uniformly oriented. In comparison, the random nanofibers (Figure 3-4a) were 

disordered in spatial orientation, and the resulting nanofibers deposited on the surface 

of the collector and formed a random nanofiber mat. A significant increment of aligned 

nanofibers was observed (Figure 3-4(b-d)) with increased rotation speed, and a large 

number of aligned nanofibers were distributed at the angles of 0°, 45° and 90°. From 

the SEM images and alignment degree histogram, we found that nanofibers were 
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distributed in the rotation direction, and formed high-density PZT/SMPU nanofiber 

mats. However, the random nanofibers were in a wide range of alignment degrees, with 

the nanofibers randomly distributed in different directions. 

The stress-strain curves for aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers are shown in Figure 3-

4d. The effect of nanofiber direction on stress–strain response was significant at all 

alignment angles. When the alignment angle increased from 0° to 90°, the elastic 

modulus and tensile strength were sharply decreased. After the yield limits were 

exceeded, because of the strain-hardening phenomenon, the stresses increased slightly 

with increasing strain, but the strain-hardening range of the aligned nanofibers 

became small between the alignment angles of 0° and 90°. These results also 

demonstrated that the overall mechanical properties were improved when the aligned 

nanofibers were oriented close to the tensile direction, i.e., with an alignment angle of 

0° and a sufficient ductile break strain of around 50%. The mechanical properties of 

random nanofibers (P/S-R) were similar to those of P/S-45, but the break strain of 

P/S-R was significantly higher than that of all the aligned nanofibers.  

 

Table 3-4. Mechanical performances of aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers 

Materials 
Yield stress * Elastic modulus Tensile strength Break strain 

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (%) 

P/S-0 4.3 203.1 9.6 51.5 

P/S-45 2.1 106.6 4.0 55.1 

P/S-90 1.2 66.8 1.9 60.9 

P/S-R 1.3 74.8 4.3 203.5 

* Yield stresses are defined by the 0.2%-strain offset method. 
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As demonstrated in Figure 3-4(e-f) and Table 3-4, the strain and strength of aligned 

nanofibers depended on the alignment angle of nanofibers in the tensile process. For 

the sample with an alignment angle of 0°, its tensile strength reached 9.6 MPa, almost 

5 times as large as that of the sample with an alignment angle of 90°. Similar behavior 

was also observed for the yield stress and elastic modulus, which were significantly 

enhanced to 3.5 times in yield stress (from 1.2 MPa to 4.3 MPa) and about 3 times in 

elastic modulus (from 66.8 MPa to 203.1 MPa). Fiber orientation contributed to all of 

the results, and is a key parameter that affected the mechanical properties of the 

PZT/SMPU nanofibers. Because nanofibers are the main load-bearing objects during 

the tensile process, the volume of nanofibers along the loading direction determines 

the mechanical properties of materials. Therefore, increasing the alignment of 

nanofibers is an effective way to improve the mechanical properties of PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers.  

The mechanical properties of random and aligned nanofibers were significantly 

different depending on the orientation of nanofibers. Yield stress, elastic modulus and 

tensile strength of the sample with an alignment angle of 0° (P/S-0) were greater than 

those of those of the sample of random nanofibers (P/S-R). In contrast, the random 

nanofibers P/S-R exhibited the best break strain to 203.5% compared with 51.5%, 

55.1% and 60.9% for the aligned nanofibers of 0°, 45° and 90°, respectively. These 

results also indicated that the amount of nanofibers along the loading direction is a 

key issue for improving mechanical properties. The nanofibers along the loading 

direction act as the main load-bearing object. 
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decreased in first cycle and reduced slowly afterward. The stress–strain curve loop of 

each cycle shift increased as the number of cycles increased. Figure 3-5b shows the 

stress keeping ratios of four types of SMPU nanofiber samples with increasing cycle 

numbers. Compared with the SMPU-R, the stress keeping ratios of aligned SMPU 

nanofibers declined slowly and stayed higher than 78% even after 60 cycles, which 

means the tensile stress relaxed slowly. These results indicate that the aligned 

nanofibers are of better dimensional stability and have higher elastic recovery ability 

during deformation than those of random nanofibers; the aligned structures of 

nanofibers have an influence on the remaining strain. 

Figure 3-5c shows the stress–strain curves under a constant stress condition; the 

hysteresis loops shift slowly as the number of loading cycles increases where the slope 

change of loops showed no obvious change during this creep process. Figure 3-5d 

shows the relationship between cycle number and residual strain of random and aligned 

SMPU nanofibers. It is evident that the residual strain reduced slowly and tended to 

flatten due to the strain hardening phenomenon as the cycle number increased during 

loading cycles under constant stress. 

The increment of residual strain in the aligned nanofibers (0° to 90°) between the 

first and last tensile cycle is 0.72%, 0.28% and 0.77%, respectively, which is lower than 

that of the random nanofibers. The lower residual strain during loading cycles suggests 

that the aligned SMPU nanofibers have good strain recovery ability during deformation. 

The total residual strains of aligned SMPU nanofibers in the 0°, 45° and 90° samples 

are only 0.82%, 0.35% and 0.94%, respectively, remaining higher than the 99% 
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P/S-90, and all the storage modulus of random and aligned SMPU nanofibers are 

decreased after PZT particles added. This phenomenon can be explained by the addition 

of PZT fillers. In the pristine SMPU nanofibers, the stored energy is more depend on 

the deformation of SMPU nanofiber, but the movement of SMPU polymer chain are 

hindered when PZT fillers added. That’s why storage modulus of SMPU nanofibers are 

higher than those of PZT/SMPU nanofiber. In the random and aligned PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers, the P/S-R have larger breaking strain than that of other aligned PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers, so the added filler have little influence on the random PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers, leave a higher storage modulus than P/S-90. 

The results of loss modulus (Figure 3-9b) show that the P/S-0 have the largest loss 

modulus than those of other samples. The results of tan δ (Figure 3-9c) show that no 

obvious shift in the peaks of tan δ of random and aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers is 

found. It means the Tg of PZT/SMPU nanofibers is almost not changed. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

The saline coupling agents that perform as a bridge between the SMPU matrix and 

particles significantly improve the dispersion of PZT fillers in SMPU matric and 

interfacial bonding. The elastic modulus and tensile strength of PZT 60%-M composite 

fibers increase by 63.6% and 44.7%, respectively, compared with unmodified PZT 

60%-U. 

The similar improvements are found in the mechanical properties of the modified 

nanofibers, including the tensile strengths (increased by at least 9.36%), yield stresses 
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(increased by at least 5.47%) and break strains (increased by at least 5.03%). Compared 

with the pristine SMPU nanofibers, the recovery stress of the PZT 60%-M, PZT 70%-

M and PZT 80%-M increases by 26.15%, 76.99% and 21.2%. 

By changing the nanofiber alignment degree in the aligned SMPU nanofibers, our 

results indicate that there exists an optimum alignment degree for aligned SMPU 

nanofibers to improve mechanical properties. SMPU-0 (with a nanofiber direction 

parallel to the strain direction) exhibited better mechanical properties than those of 

random SMPU nanofibers, including yield stress (increased by 123%), tensile stress 

(increased by 135%), elastic modulus (increased by 313%) and breaking strain 

(increased by 120%). The aligned nanofiber structures enhanced the durability of the 

developed materials in cycle tests, and showed a stress keeping rate of over 80% with 

a residual strain of less than 0.8, even at 60 tensile cycles. 

Well aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers were fabricated by electrospinning technology 

wherein the orientation of nanofibers was controlled and designed. The results indicate 

there exists an optimum alignment angle for the fabrication of aligned PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers. In terms of mechanical properties, the alignment angle of 0° in the loading 

direction endows the aligned nanofibers with superior mechanical properties, recovery 

rates and recovery stress. Compared with the random nanofibers (P/S-R), the 0° aligned 

nanofibers (the nanofiber direction is parallel to the tensile direction) exhibit superior 

mechanical and shape recovery properties, including yield stress (increased by 230%), 

tensile stress (increased by 123%), elastic modulus (increased by 171%) and recovery 

rates (increased by 5.1%). 
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Chapter 4: Shape memory performance and shape recovery 

mechanism of pristine SMPU and PZT/SMPU composites 

4.1 Introduction 

In recent years, many fabrication methods such as foaming formation [1] and 3D 

printing [2] are used to construct 3D structures with SMPs according to various 

demands. Electrospinning is directly of great importance to the production of 

nanofibers [3] with diameters from the nanoscale to microscale for simplicity and low 

consumption [4]. These one-dimensional nanostructures are playing a vital role in the 

design of new biomaterials, such as wound healing [5], biocompatible electrically 

conductive devices [6,7], and bone tissue repair [8]. The electrospun nanofibers possess 

critical attention and a wide range of applications, in which the highly aligned nanofiber 

structures may possess different characterizations that are easy for engineering 

applications [9]. The aligned nanofiber scaffolds of SMPs were created for implantable 

devices and functional scaffolds [10-12]. Thus, nanofiber structures may have a great 

influence on shape memory properties and their applications. Although aligned 

nanofibers have been used in various fields of biomaterials, the research of shape 

memory materials still mainly focus on improving recovery rate [13], increasing the 

recovery stress and strain [14] and shorten recovery time [15]. But the development of 

aligned SMPU nanofibers and investigation the influence of alignment degree on the 

shape memory properties are hardly reported.  

In our group, SMPU and its nanocomposites have been developed for various 
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applications such as sensing and actuation [16-19], electromagnetic wave shielding 

[20,21], scaffold structures [22,23] and artificial blood vessels [24] for its excellent 

shape memory performance and good biocompatibility. The SMPU based foam 

scaffolds exhibited a good compression recovery property and controllable size, 

promoting cell proliferation for self-healing [25]. These porous SMPU scaffolds may 

provide ideas and methods for scaffold design and tissue engineering, suggesting 

potential applications for bone defect repair. SMPUs also can be made into nanofibrous 

scaffold rods for cell growth in a controlled direction. Taking advantage of the shape 

memory effect, the SMPU based tubular scaffolds and artificial blood vessels with the 

ability of programmed deformation also extend SMPUs as a candidate material in tissue 

engineering [26]. 

In this chapter, the thermal mechanical analysis is conducted and investigated to 

clarify the shape memory recovery and fixing behavior. The mechanisms of how the 

alignment angle of nanofibers affect the shape memory properties are discussed 

systemically. In the terms of nanofibers, the alignment degrees of 0° (parallel to the 

tensile direction), 45° and 90° are analyzed to exhibit the dependence of both shape 

recovery rate and shape recovery stress on nanofiber direction, which may provide a 

reasonable design to use shape memory materials and expand SMP applications.  
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4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Shape recovery rate test 

The random and aligned SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers were cut into a rectangle 

(10 mm length and 2 mm width). For the aligned nanofibers, the length direction of the 

sample was cut at 0° (nanofiber direction), 45°, and 90° (transverse), respectively. 

To investigate the shape memory properties (shape recovery rate) of the random and 

aligned nanofibers, thermomechanical stress cycle tests were performed using a 

thermomechanical analyzer (TMA / SS6100, Hitachi High-Tech Science Corp., Japan) 

in a temperature range from about 15 °C to about 70 °C. Before they started to stretch, 

to keep them from buckling, the samples (10 mm long and 2 mm wide) were heated to 

about 70 °C (the glass transition temperature (Tg) of SMPU is 65 °C) under a prestress 

of 0.012 MPa. The tensile stress was then increased to 0.12 MPa over 10 min. The 

samples were cooled down to room temperature and kept for 5 min while stress was 

maintained at 0.12 MPa. Before the samples were reheated to about 70 °C again, the 

tensile stress was decreased to 0.012 MPa over 10 min. These steps were only one cycle 

of the recovery test, and all samples were measured in three cycles. 

The shape recovery rates Rr(N) were calculated according to the following formula 

(1). 

               
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
r ( ) 100%

1
m f

m f

N N
R N

N N
 

 

−
= 

− −
                    (1) 

where m denotes the maximum strain under the loading condition, f denotes the 

residual strain after shape recovery, and N denotes the number of cycles. 
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The rate of shape fixity Rf is defined by the following equation (2). 

( )

( )f ( ) 100%u

m

N
R N

N



=  ,                       (2) 

where m denotes the maximum strain under loading condition above the Tg 

temperature, u denotes the strain after unloading at room temperature, N denotes the 

number of cycles. 

 

4.2.2 Shape recovery stress test 

In the recovery stress measurement, first, the samples were heated to about 70 °C 

and kept at the original strain at the same time. Second, the strain was increased to 10% 

over 10 min, then the samples were cooled to room temperature and kept for 5 min at 

the same strain. Then, the strain was adjusted until the stress reached zero at room 

temperature. Finally, the samples were reheated to about 70 °C while the strain was 

kept at 10%, and the recovery data were recorded by a thermo-mechanical analyzer 

(TMA). 
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under the Tg temperature. Secondly, when the stress reaching 0.12 MPa, the fibers began 

to cooling down, and the stress still keep at 0.12 MPa. At the beginning stage of cooling, 

because of the elastic recovery and the principle of thermal expansion of fibers, the 

strain abruptly decreased and then changed to be steady. After the temperature of 

sample decreased to the room temperature, the stress began to decline to the pretension 

force. Finally, the fibers are reheated again. Due to the shape memory effects from 

SMPU, the strain of fibers began to decrease when the sample temperature above its Tg 

temperature. This result suggests that the PZT/SMPU composite fibers began to recover 

to their initial shape. The temperature of fibers is maintained above Tg temperature to 

complete the process of shape memory shape recovery. The image of PZT 60%-M 

composite fibers recovery process are shown in Figure 4-2c. 

 

Table 4-1. Shape recovery rates of SMPU and PZT/SMPU composite fibers 

Materials 
Recovery rate (%) 

1st cycle 2nd cycle 3rd cycle 

SMPU 75.1 83.4 87.9 

PZT 50%-M 66.5 72.4 75.6 

PZT 60%-M 64.6 72.7 77.4 

Compared with unmodified PZT/SMPU nanofibers, the shape recovery performance 

of PZT 50%-M and PZT 60%-M composite fibers increase to 66.5% and 64.6%, 

respectively, in the first cycle (Table 4-1). Even the PZT content reach 80%, the shape 

recovery rates are still no less than 60%. It is indicated that modified nanofibers have a 

good shape recovery ability. 
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To exhibit the shape memory effects of PZT/SMPU nanofibers (PZT 60%-M) 

visually, the recovery process of bending deformation is shown in Figure 4-2(a-d). The 

sample recoveries to the original shape (Figure 4-2a) due to the shape memory effect. 

When the sample is heated to above the Tg temperature, it is deformed into the designed 

shape, and then the sample is cooled down to below the Tg temperature to fix the 

deformed shape (Figure 4-2b). Then, the sample is heated to above the Tg temperature 

again, and starts recovering to the original shape (Figure 4-2(c-d)). From the above 

experiment, we can see the nanofibers have good shape recovery properties. It shows 

the ability that the PZT/SMPU nanofiber can be shaped easily just by a heating and 

cooling process. 

In order to exactly calculate the shape memory recovery rates, the pure SMPU and 

the PZT/SMPU nanofibers were all tested for three cycles, and a three-dimensional 

graph of one cycle process of PZT 60%-M is shown in Figure 4-2e. In the loading stage, 

the sample are stretched under 0.12 MPa stress above the Tg temperature. In the cooling 

stage, the stress keeps at 0.12 MPa, and the sample is cooled from the Tg temperature 

to room temperature. At the beginning stage of cooling, the strain abruptly decreases 

and then becomes steady, because of the elastic recovery and thermal expansion. In the 

unloading stage, the sample is fixed at room temperature, and the stress begins to 

decline to 0.012 MPa. In the heating stage, the sample begins to recover to their initial 

shape when the sample temperature above the Tg temperature. 
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Table 4-2. Shape recovery performances of pristine SMPU and PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers 

Materials Recovery rate (%) Average young's 

modulus above Tg 

(KPa) 

1st cycle 2nd cycle 3rd cycle 

Pristine SMPU 90.9 94.4 96.2 4.2 

PZT 60%-U 89.5 94.6 95.6 7.6 

PZT 60%-M 89.7 96.6 97.5 12.4 

PZT 70%-U 82.6 93.0 96.6 8.0 

PZT 70%-M 85.7 94.1 96.8 18.4 

PZT 80%-U 83.9 92.0 95.2 11.8 

PZT 80%-M 84.8 94.0 96.5 20.1 

Due to the different young’s modulus of various PZT contents of PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers, the strains of nanofibers are different from the various PZT contents (Figure 

4-2f). With the increase of PZT contents, both the strains of modified and unmodified 

PZT/SMPU nanofibers are decreased. Additionally, the strain above the Tg temperature 

of modified nanofibers are lower than that of unmodified sample, and the average 

young’s modulus above the Tg temperature of the modified nanofibers was higher than 

that of the unmodified nanofibers (Table 4-2). The Young’s modulus above the Tg 

temperature reflect the deformation of material, which depends on the interfaces 

between fillers and polymer. These result from the coupling agent enhancing the 

interfaces between the polymer matrices and PZT fillers, giving rise to the increase in 
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the Young’s modulus above the Tg temperature.  

Furthermore, above the Tg temperature, the strain of the materials increased owing 

to disentanglement of molecular chains, which caused large-scale deformation. Such 

large deformations are more likely to occur at the interfaces of the composites. 

Therefore, the improvement in the average value of the Young's modulus above the Tg 

indicates that the interfaces of the modified nanofibers are greater than those of the 

unmodified nanofibers. 

Compared with unmodified PZT/SMPU nanofibers, the shape recovery performance 

of PZT 60%-M, PZT 70%-M, and PZT 80%-M nanofibers increase to 89.73%, 85.74%, 

and 84.8%, respectively in the first cycle (Table 4-2), and higher than those of PZT 

60%-U, PZT 70%-U, and PZT 80%-U at the second and third cycle. Despite many 

previous studies on SMP nanofibers, which have tried to explain the changes in 

recovery rates, these effects are simply attributed to factors such as the restriction on 

movement of SMP soft segments induced by the added fillers. However, recently, a 

molecular mechanism of shape memory composites was proposed, which shows the 

fillers in the SMP matrix both promote and inhibit recovery performances. This 

mechanism can be used to explain the reason for the increase in shape memory recovery 

rates of the modified nanofibers. The interfaces in unmodified nanofibers are poor and 

modification of PZT particles enhance interfaces. According to the above mechanism, 

poor interfaces lead to weak “cross-link” effects of fillers and the enhancement of 

interfaces due to modification improve the “cross-link” effects of fillers. As a result, 

the modified nanofibers perform higher recovery rates. 
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Furthermore, after the first cycle, there is no obvious decrease of recovery rate among 

second and third cycle, the recovery rates of the modified PZT/SMPU nanofibers were 

greater than 94%, which is similar to the performance of pure SMPU. What’s more, the 

recovery rates of PZT/SMPU nanofibers are increased with the increased cycle numbers, 

and the rate tends to be 100%. Different with the first cycle, there is significate decrease 

of the addition of PZT content to the recovery rate of PZT/SMPU nanofibers. Compared 

with the PZT 60%-M, the recovery rate of PZT 80%-M decreased by 4.93% in first 

cycle, but only decreased by 2.59% and 1% in second and third cycle. This phenomenon 

is called “training” effect which has been reported by many researchers. It is indicated 

that both the unmodified and unmodified PZT/SMPU nanofibers show good 

repeatability and shape memory recovery abilities after training cycle. 
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segments store strain energy when external stress is applied, resulting in an entropy 

decrease, and stabilize the temporary shape by crystallization or other means [30] if the 

temperature is cooled to the glassy stage. When the nanofibers are reheated, the soft 

segments release the storage strain energy and recover to their original shapes using the 

stored energy, which causes the entropy state to return to the highest level [31]. 

Figure 4-3d and Table 4-3 show the shape recovery rates of random and aligned 

nanofibers, which strongly depended on the fiber orientation. In the first cycle, 

compared with the random SMPU nanofibers, the aligned SMPU nanofibers exhibited 

a slight promotion in recovery rates. The recovery rates of SMPU-0, SMPU-45 and 

SMPU-90 reached 93.8%, 92.3% and 95.7%, respectively, in the first cycle. As the test 

cycle is repeated, the shape recovery rates of all the samples improved, with values 

larger than 97% in the third cycle due to the training process and stress-induced polymer 

chain reorientation during the tensile process.  

 

Table 4-3. Shape recovery rates of random and aligned SMPU nanofibers 

Materials 
Recovery rate (%) 

1st cycle 2nd cycle 3rd cycle 

SMPU-R 90.7 93.4 97.3 

SMPU-0 93.2 96.8 97.2 

SMPU-45 93.4 98.5 97.8 

SMPU-90 95.2 97.0 97.9 

For the SMPU, the netpoints (hard segments) between the soft segments act as the 

fixed phase to memorize the original shapes (Figure 4-3c), and determine the permanent 

shape and recovery rates of the SMPU. The aligned SMPU nanofibers are adjusted the 
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alignment degrees of nanofibers and do not significantly influence the volume of soft 

and hard segments. The difference in shape recovery rates (Table 4-3) between the 

random and aligned nanofibers in the first cycle is caused by the polymer chain slippage 

of soft segments during tensile at above Tg, and the orientation ratio of nanofibers along 

the loading direction. The four types of samples are stretched to different strains (Figure 

4-3b) under the same stress (0.12 MPa) at above Tg during the tensile process. The strain 

in the random nanofibers reached 33% over three cycles, due to the random distribution 

of their nanofibers, which is much higher than the strain of the aligned nanofibers. In 

other words, the low strains in the aligned nanofibers indicated the reinforcement 

effects of nanofiber orientation due to their higher stiffness than that of random 

nanofibers at temperatures above Tg. The lower strains in response to the applied stress 

may be attributed to small chain slippage [32] and relative displacements of soft 

segments in aligned nanofibers, resulting in higher recovery rates. 

Figure 3-3 shows the gaps between the nanofibers, which decrease when the 

nanofibers are aligned; the random nanofibers have more space between the 

nanofibers and a lower volume of nanofibers in the tensile direction, resulting in 

decreased recovery rates. 
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shape. One end of the nanofibers are fixed, and the other end have a 2.24-g mass 

applied to them (Figure 4-4c). Owing to the shape memory effect, the nanofibers are 

observed to slowly recover to their original shape after being reheated above Tg. 

Figure 4-4e shows the recovery strain of the SMPU-0 (nearly 3 mm), indicating that 

the SMPU-0 has good recovery rates and recovery stress. The same recovery 

behaviors are observed in the form of SMPU tubes (Figure 4-4(f–h)). The aligned 

SMPU nanofibers are deformed into tiny tubes (when above Tg) with a diameters of 5 

mm, which is in the range of tubular scaffolds or blood vessels. The SMPU tubes keep 

their temporary shapes well at room temperature and recover to their initial shapes 

when the temperature is above Tg, responding to the temperature stimuli. These 

recovery processes indicated that the aligned nanofibers have excellent shape 

recovery properties. 

 

Table 4-4. Shape recovery rates of random and aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers 

Materials 
Recovery rate (%) 

1st cycle 2nd cycle 3rd cycle 

P/S-0 89.9 95.8 98.1 

P/S-45 84.7 97.7 97.9 

P/S-90 80.4 92.8 95.6 

P/S-R 84.8 94.0 96.5 

The rates of shape memory recovery rates of PZT/SMPU nanofibers are listed in 

Table 4-4. Of the aligned samples, P/S-0 has the highest maximum recovery stress 
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(0.39 MPa) and shows an excellent recovery rate (89.9%) in the first cycle but this 

was reduced for the alignment angles of 45° and 90°. For the random nanofibers, the 

P/S-R also showed a good recovery rate (84.8%) and a maximum recovery stress 

(0.14 MPa) that was between that of P/S-45 and P/S-90.  

The shape recovery process results from the relaxation or shrinkage of the 

molecular chains in the SMPU matrix[33]. However, increasing the alignment angle 

decreased the amounts of nanofibers along the loading direction, and then reduced the 

number of molecular chains along the recovery direction. Therefore, for the aligned 

nanofibers, the alignment angles and loading direction are an important factor in 

shape recovery properties. Meanwhile, these results (Table 4-4) also confirmed that 

the recovery rates of all three kinds of aligned nanofibers changed slightly and 

obtained recovery rates over 95% in the third cycle, in which the recovery rate of P/S-

0 reached 98.1% in the third cycle. This result is attributed to the training process in 

each cycle. Future strains after the first cycle are prevented by the fixity ratio 

contributed by the nanofibers, and approach a balanced state under constant stress in 

each loading. The good shape recovery rates (more than 95%) of the aligned 

nanofibers after training is consistent with results reported by many other 

researchers[34]. 
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The shape recovery stress is a key parameter, especially for applications in the 

sensing and actuation fields. Figure 4-6 and Table 4-5 show the recovery stresses of 

random and aligned nanofibers, and the results demonstrate that the recovery stress 

significantly depends on the alignment degrees of the nanofibers. For the aligned 

nanofibers of SMPU-0 and SMPU 45), the shape recovery stress increases rapidly in 

the temperature region from 30 to 45 °C. Afterward, the curves become stable and reach 

the maximum recovery stress. However, for the random nanofiber (SMPU-R) and 

SMPU-90, the recovery stresses in the total temperature region are small. Especially, 

compared with the random nanofibers (SMPU-R), the recovery stresses of the aligned 

nanofibers reveal obvious enhancement, and increase when the alignment degree is 0°. 

The maximum recovery stress of SMPU-0 reaches 0.52 MPa, which is 7.4 times higher 

than that of SMPU-R.  

 

Table 4-5. Maximum recovery stress of random and aligned nanofibers 

Materials 
Maximum recovery stress 

Mpa 

SMPU-R 0.07 

SMPU-0 0.58 

SMPU-45 0.48 

SMPU-90 0.12 

 

The mechanism of recovery stress may depend on the change in the internal 
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deformation energy. The potential energy induced by high-temperature deformation can 

be stored ''temporarily'' during the cooling process after the SMPU is stretched to the 

temporary shape above Tg. This promotion of recovery stress can be attributed to two 

reasons: the initial part (20 °C to 35 °C) of recovery stress is related to the storage 

modulus, and the stored energy is released when the fixed samples are reheated again, 

leading to the promotion of recovery stress in the initial part [37]. Figure 3-8a shows 

the effects of alignment degree on storage modulus. SMPU-0 shows a larger change of 

storage modulus than those of other samples, which means that SMPU-0 stores more 

energy during deformation, resulting in the highest recovery stress during the initial 

part. In addition, increasing the slope of recovery stress is associated with alignment 

degrees of nanofibers. SMPU-0 has a larger volume of aligned nanofibers along the 

strain directions, which causes the rapid growth of recovery stress in the second part (at 

about 40 °C to 58 °C).  
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Table 4-6. Maximum recovery stress of random and aligned nanofibers 

Materials 
Maximum recovery stress 

MPa 

P/S-0 0.39 

P/S-45 0.24 

P/S-90 0.06 

P/S-R 0.14 

The rapidly increase of recovery stress in temperature range from 20°C to 35°C can 

be explained by the change in storage modulus[37]. The storage modulus in the 

nanofibers decreased as the nanofibers were heated, the release of stored energy led to 

the promotion of recovery stress, and affected the maximum recovery stress of 

nanofibers. This phenomenon was further revealed by the following dynamic 

mechanical analysis to investigate the initial increase of recovery stress. These data 

(Table 4-6) further demonstrate that storage modulus (Figure 3-9) affected recovery 

stress between 20°C to 35°C. In the Tg range, the recovery stresses of nanofibers depend 

on the shrinkage of the molecule chain along the fiber axis[38] in the nanoscale fibers. 

The fact that the P/S-0 has a greater number of nanofibers along the loading direction 

than that of other samples results in the P/S-0 giving the highest recovery stress in the 

Tg range. All of the analyses show that the PZT/SMPU nanofibers gain the highest 

recovery stress when the alignment angle is 0°, and increased by 1.8 times compared 

with random nanofibers.  
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4.3.3 Shape fixity 

4.3.3.1 Effect of particles content and modification on the shape fixity of random 

nanofibers 

The fixity ratio is a parameter indicates the ability to fix the temporary deformation. 

The fixity ratios of pristine SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers are illustrated in Table 

4-7. The fixity ratios for all the modified nanofibers are higher than 98% in all three 

cycles. Furthermore, with the increase of PZT contents, there is no obvious decrease in 

fixity ratios. These results clearly indicated that the modified PZT/SMPU nanofibers 

have good shape fixed properties. 

 

Table 4-7. Shape fixity of pristine SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers 

Materials 
Shape fixity (%) 

1st cycle 2nd cycle 3rd cycle 

Pristine SMPU 99.2 99.0 99.1 

PZT 60%-U 98.6 98.5 98.1 

PZT 60%-M 99.0 98.9 98.7 

PZT 70%-U 98.7 98.6 99.3 

PZT 70%-M 99.9 99.7 99.8 

PZT 80%-U 98.8 98.0 98.2 

PZT 80%-M 98.5 98.1 98.0 
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Table 4-8. Shape fixity of random and aligned SMPU nanofibers. 

Materials 
Shape fixity (%) 

1st cycle 2nd cycle 3rd cycle 

SMPU-R 98.6 98.9 99.0 

SMPU-0 90.8 90.7 90.5 

SMPU-45 88.7 88.1 86.4 

SMPU-90 83.2 81.7 83.8 

Shape fixity is the ability to switch segments in shape memory material to fix the 

deformation and is determined by the movement of soft segments. The soft segment 

can be deformed freely under temperatures above Tg, and is determined to the 

temporary shapes. However, after cooling to room temperature, the soft segments are 

restricted and cannot easily recover from the strain after removing stress (Figure 4-3c), 

or endow the polymer chains with the ability to against the relaxation [39]. The shape 

fixing processes of nanofibers have two stages (Figure 4-8a), thermal contraction and 

springback. First, the strain on temporary shapes decrease sharply as the temperature 

decreases under a constant tensile stress, which is cause by thermal contraction in 

response to the temperature change. The wide range of alignment degrees of random 

nanofibers reduce the shrinkage along the tensile direction, resulting in longer retention 

of strain in the glassy stage. Compared with the random nanofibers, the oriented, rigid 

aligned nanofiber structure contracted along the direction of alignment and led to 

greater shrinkage. The soft segments of SMPU nanofibers are fixed in the glassy stage 

under the same stresses. Second, the loading applied to the SMPU nanofibers is released 
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when the nanofibers are cooled to room temperature (the glassy stage), at which time 

the nanofibers spring back during the low-temperature unloading process [40], which 

depends on the elastic modulus of the SMPU nanofibers. Because the springback 

represents elastic recovery at the removal of the applied stress, the higher elastic 

modulus of SMPU-0 indicates lower springback, leaving a larger strain after unloading 

at room temperature and resulting in higher shape fixity rates than that of aligned 

nanofibers. The shape fix ratios of aligned nanofibers increase with decreasing 

alignment degrees, which is a response to the promotion of the elastic modulus in 

aligned nanofibers in the glassy stage. The shape fixity of SMPU-0 is still higher than 

90% when nanofibers become aligned, suggesting that the developed SMPU-0 has good 

shape fixity.  

 

Table 4-9 Shape fixity of random and aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers. 

Materials 
Shape fixity (%) 

1st cycle 2nd cycle 3rd cycle 

P/S-0 98.0 97.9 97.8 

P/S-45 97.7 98.1 97.8 

P/S-90 93.9 92.8 93.4 

P/S-R 98.5 98.1 98.0 

The shape fixity of aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers (Table 4-9) have similar trend 

with the aligned SMPU nanofibers, the shape fixity of aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers 

are increased with the decreasing of alignment degrees, and all the aligned nanofibers 

are lower than that of random PZT/SMPU nanofibers. But the shape fixity of aligned 
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PZT/SMPU nanofibers are promoted with the PZT fillers added and higher than those 

of aligned SMPU nanofibers, corresponding with the same alignment degrees. This 

phenomenon can be explained by the changes of thermal contraction. The PZT particles 

hinder the movement of SMPU molecular chain, restricts the thermal contraction 

resulting from the temperature change, leave a larger fixed deformation than that of 

pristine aligned SMPU nanofibers. 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

The SMPU and PZT/SMPU composite fibers show good shape recovery properties. 

The recovery rates of PZT 50%-M and PZT 60%-M reach 66.5% and 64.6% in the first 

cycles, respectively, and the recovery rates of composite fibers are increased with the 

increasing of test cycles. 

The PZT 60%-M, PZT 70%-M and PZT 80%-M all show improvement in shape 

recovery rates and recovery stress after modification. The shape recovery rate of PZT 

60%-M, PZT 70%-M and PZT 80%-M increases by 0.2%, 3.1% and 1.9%, respectively, 

compared with the unmodified nanofibers. The recovery stress of the PZT 60%-M, PZT 

70%-M and PZT 80%-M increases by 26.15%, 76.99% and 21.2% in the first cycle, 

respectively, compared with the pristine SMPU nanofibers. All the modified and 

unmodified SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers show excellent shape fixity more than 

98.5S% in the first cycle. 

The aligned nanofiber structures can store more energy from deformation above Tg 

owing to the higher elastic modulus from the larger volume of nanofibers along the 
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loading direction compared with the random structures. Because of these advantages, 

the aligned structures of SMPU nanofibers show excellent shape recovery and shape 

fixing ability. Especially, the shape recovery stress increased to 740% with an optimal 

structure design. 

In terms of aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers, the alignment angle of 0° in the loading 

direction endows the aligned nanofibers with superior recovery rates and recovery 

stress. Compared with the random PZT/SMPU nanofibers (P/S-R), the 0° aligned 

nanofibers (the nanofiber direction is parallel to the tensile direction) exhibit superior 

mechanical and shape recovery properties, including recovery stress (increased by 

178%) and recovery rates (increased by 5.1%).  

The shape fixity of aligned SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers are decreased with the 

increasing of alignment degree, due to the increment of elastic modulus induced 

springback. All the aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers have shape fixity than those of 

aligned SMPU nanofibers, resulting from the restriction of SMPU molecular chain. 

It is suggested that by optimizing nanofiber alignment, the shape memory properties 

can be controlled and the shape memory effect and mechanical properties can be 

improved. Thus, the developed aligned SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers, with both 

excellent shape recovery rates and recovery stress, suggesting widely potential 

applications in many fields. 
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Chapter 5: Energy harvesting performance of PZT/SMPU 

composites 

5.1 Introduction 

Among the various kinds of piezoelectric energy harvesters, flexible energy 

harvesters have attracted much attention because of their flexibility, low density, and 

biocompatibility. Various microstructures designed for higher voltage output have been 

explored. These include aligned nanofibers [1], vertically aligned nanowire [2], porous 

film [3] and textiles [4], to meet the requirements of wearable devices [5] and soft 

electronics [6]. Owing to their high aspect ratio and large surface-area-to-volume ratio, 

aligned nanofibers are expected to enhance piezoelectricity in energy harvesting. In 

addition, the simplicity and low energy consumption of continuous nanofiber 

fabrication for electrospinning technology aids in the manufacture of flexible energy 

harvesters. Some approaches have been tried in piezoelectric nanofiber manufacturing 

to fabricate different fiber-based piezoelectric composites, but few studies have been 

reported on the relations between energy harvesting properties and aligned nanofibers 

and their fiber orientation dependence. 

The main energy source in piezoelectric energy harvesting is mechanical energy (e.g., 

vibrations, stretching or bending) in ambient environments. Indeed, there are many 

objects around us that are not planar or simple structures but complicated or curved 

surfaces (e.g., a motor casing, the human body, or building structures) that provide 

mechanical energy. Thus, the ability of energy harvesters to conform to complex 
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structures is required [7]. In other words, a key issue for flexible energy harvesters is 

the ability to freely deform their shape. The development of a flexible energy harvester 

that is easily deformed and fixed into a curved shape to match complex surfaces is 

eagerly anticipated.  

In this chapter, we developed flexible energy harvesters using PZT/SMPU. In 

addition to the PZT particles and SMPU matrix, random and aligned PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers were prepared by electrospinning technology in which the alignment angles 

between the PZT/SMPU nanofibers and interdigitated electrode were controlled. The 

flexible energy harvesters with nanofibers aligned randomly and at 0° (parallel), 45°, 

and 90° (perpendicular) to the tensile direction were designed and fabricated. The 

influence of the alignment angle of aligned and random nanofibers on mechanical, 

shape memory and energy harvesting properties was investigated. The mechanisms by 

which the alignment angle of nanofibers contributed more output voltage were 

discussed. By utilizing shape memory properties, the PZT/SMPU energy harvester was 

deformed and fixed into a designed shape to closely match a complex structure or 

surface for energy harvesting. The reason why the use of shape memory effect for shape 

matching enhanced output voltages from the aligned PZT/SMPU nanofiber energy 

harvester is analyzed. This may aid in progress toward a structural design for flexible 

energy harvesters for more efficient energy harvesting. 

Further, PZT/SMPU composite fibers were compounded with PZT particles and the 

SMPU matrix, which were made into textiles. To improve the dispersion of PZT 

particles, their surfaces were modified by silane coupling agents. To investigate factors 
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For the PZT/SMPU nanofibers-based energy harvester, the all the energy harvesters 

are made of PZT/SMPU nanofibers (Figure 5-2a). An aluminum mold was employed 

to make Pb-Pt alloy interdigitated electrodes on the surface of nanofibers using a 

sputtering machine. All the energy harvesters were polarized by an electric field of 10 

kV/mm in silicone oil at 80 °C for 2 h. 

The energy harvesting system is shown in Figure 5-2 (a-c). The energy harvesters 

were taped on the surface of polyester substrates with a thickness of 0.5 mm (Figure 5-

3a). One end of samples was fixed, and the other end was taped to the vibration exciter 

(Figure 5-2b). The excitation signal, supplied by a signal generator, was inputted into 

the vibration exciter, with a vibration frequency ranging from 600 to 2000 Hz (for 

modified and unmodified analysis) or 70 to 300 Hz (for random and aligned structure 

analysis). Accelerations from 10 to 200 m/s2 and displacements from 4 µm to 10 µm 

were controlled by a power amplifier. The displacement of the energy harvester was 

adjusted using the power amplifier and measured by a laser interferometer (SI-F01, 

Keyence Corp., Japan). All experimental data were recorded by an oscilloscope.  
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5.2.2 Energy harvesting measurement system for complex structures 

 

Figure 5-3. Energy harvesting for a complex structure. (a) The sample in its original 

shape. (b) The designed complex structure. (c) The sample deformed to conform to the 

structure. (d) The pre-deformed sample taped onto the surface of the complex structure. 

 

To analyze the energy harvesting properties of the PZT/SMPU energy harvester in 

use with complex structures, two methods of fabricating energy harvesters, non-pre-

deformed and pre-deformed, were employed. The pre-deformed energy harvester 

(Figure 5-3a) was heated to 65 °C (Tg of SMPU is 65°C), and deformed to match the 

shape of the designed complex surface (Figure 5-3b). It was then cooled down to room 

temperature to fix the temporary shape (Figure 5-3c) and taped onto the surface of the 

complex structure (Figure 5-3d). Another sample was taped on the complex surface 

directly without using the shape memory effect. This sample was named the non-pre-

deformed energy harvester. The designed complex structures were fabricated with two 

3D-printed materials (nylon and poly(methyl 2-methylpropenoate) (PMMA)) . 
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Figure 5-5a shows the output voltages of harvesters with the variable acceleration 

(from 10 to 200 m/s2) at the frequency of 1450Hz. With the increase of acceleration, 

the peak-to-peak voltages generated by the PZT 80%-M increase from 17.45 mV to 

109.3 mv, the output voltages of the PZT 70%-M nanofibers increase from 11.24 mV 

to 46.8 mV, and the output voltages of the PZT 70%-M increase from 11.24 mV to 28.9 

mV. The output voltages of PZT 80%-M at 200 m/s2 are 6.26 times as high as the output 

voltages at 10 m/s2. Because according to the Newton's second law of motion F = ma, 

where F is the force, m is the mass, and a is the acceleration, when the weight of an 

object is constant, the force is directly proportional to the acceleration. Therefore, the 

stress increase with the acceleration, which lead to the increment in output voltages. 

Compared with the PZT 60%-M and PZT 70%-M, a greatly enhancement of output 

voltages of PZT 80%-M. The PZT 80%-M generate the output voltages of 109.3 mV 

when the acceleration reaches to 200m/s2, which is 2.78 and 3.73 times higher than 

those of PZT 60%-M and PZT 70%-M. This phenomenon mainly results from different 

contents of PZT fillers. With increasing the volume fraction of PZT particles, the 

harvesters would become harder and absorb less energy when they are deformed. 

Therefore, more energy is transferred to PZT particles to generate voltages. 

Additionally, Figure 5-5 show that the output voltages of PZT 80%-U are lower than 

that of PZT 80%-M, and the output voltage of PZT 80%-M is 1.58 times large than the 

voltage of PZT 80%-U at the acceleration of 200m/s2. Because the weak interfaces in 

PZT 80%-U cause poor stress transmission between the PZT fillers and SMPU matrix, 

resulting in weaker stress transferred on the PZT fillers and lower output voltages. But 
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increased by 5.01 times from 10 m/s2 to 200 m/s2, and increased by 1.7 times compared 

with that of random nanofibers P/S-R. 

In a similar phenomenon to that observed in Figure 5-6 (c-d), three kinds of energy 

harvester generated different output voltages under various amplitudes of displacement 

(4 µm, 5.5 µm, 7 µm, 8.5 µm and 10 µm). Compared with the output voltages generated 

by P/S-0 at 4 µm, the output voltages increased to 421 mV at 10 µm, increased by 5.4 

times compared with random nanofibers (65.6 mV). The increment of the acceleration 

and displacement both give rise to the higher output voltage resulting from the different 

stresses applied to the energy harvester. According to Newton's second law of motion 

and piezoelectric constitutive equations, the increasing accelerations result in 

enhancement of stresses, which results in the increment in output voltages. The 

displacement is directly proportional to the piezoelectric constant. Therefore, the 

increment of acceleration and displacement led to the increment in output voltages. 

The results in Figure 5-6 indicate that the output voltages generated by P/S-0 grow 

more quickly than those of aligned samples with 45° and 0° orientation, whereas the 

output voltages increased by 2.5 times, 6.5 times, respectively, under identical 

conditions of acceleration, frequency. This phenomenon can be explained by two 

phenomena. One is the poling direction of energy harvester. Compared with the P/S-45 

and P/S-90, the nanofibers in P/S-0 are perpendicular to the interdigitated electrode. 

Because the PZT filler is the source of the piezoelectricity, the aligned nanofibers along 

the poling direction induce the energy harvesters to generate higher voltage compared 

with samples with different alignment degrees[8]. The other phenomenon is that the 
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nanofibers oriented along the strain direction are more compliant to mechanical stresses 

than nanofibers in other alignment degrees[9], which leads to greater voltage generation. 

These results demonstrate that adjusting the nanofiber arrangement helps the energy 

harvester to improve the voltage, and that adjusting the orientation of the PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers to match the strain direction is an important idea for the structural design of 

piezoelectric nanofiber composites. 

For random PZT/SMPU nanofibers, under the same vibration conditions, the output 

voltage of P/S-0 is higher than that of random nanofibers P/S-R, and provides evidence 

that aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers are more efficient than random nanofibers for 

energy harvesting. The reason for this is that aligned nanofibers have a lower surface 

area and higher density than that of random nanofibers (Table 2-1). This indicates 

greater compactness and lower porosity of aligned nanofibers, which results in 

increased voltages. Figure 3-4 also provides evidence that the spaces between the 

nanofibers are decreased when the nanofibers are aligned. Therefore although they have 

the same content in terms of piezoelectric materials, the PZT materials in the aligned 

piezoelectric nanofibers have a higher specific density and induce increased energy 

harvesting properties. 
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frequency is associated with a strain rate that is proportional to the output voltages [12]. 

Under a constant strain, increasing the cycling frequency induced the increment of 

strain rate and attributed to the piezoelectric effect, and led to enhanced output voltages. 

The output voltages of P/S-0 increased by 3.3 times than those of aligned samples with 

45° and 0° orientation, under the same displacement. 
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PMMA substrate at an acceleration of 200 m/s2. Images of the structure between the 

energy harvester and the nylon substrate after vibration, (d) Non-pre-deformed sample, 

(e) Pre-deformed sample. 

 

Because of the shape memory effect, the PZT/SMPU nanofibers can be deformed 

easily into any shape by changing the temperature to about 65°C (Tg temperature of 

SMPU is 65°C, which is lower than the depolarization temperature of PZT fillers), and 

fixing their designed shape at room temperature (Figure 5-9a), which ensures the energy 

harvester performance for curved or complex surfaces. Owing to its higher 

piezoelectricity compared with other samples, the P/S-0 energy harvester was used to 

analyze energy harvesting performance in complex structures. Figure 5-9(b-c) shows 

the output voltage of a harvester for a complex structure made by two different 

fabrication methods, pre-deformed and non-pre-deformed. The pre-deformed energy 

harvester (taped on the nylon substrate) achieves higher voltages than the non-pre-

deformed sample, and the maximum output voltage reaches 55.6 mV, which is 2.7 times 

as high as a non-pre-deformed sample. The same phenomenon was also observed in 

PMMA complex substrate; after the shape was changed to adapt the curved structure, 

the pre-deformed energy harvester gained a voltage of 84.3 mV, 3.2 times higher than 

that of the non-pre-deformed sample. 

The difference in output voltage between these two methods is attributed to the 

harvester’s ability to conform to complex structures. The shape of the pre-deformed 

energy harvester closely matches the complex surface, resulting in closer matching than 

in the non-pre-deformed sample. The higher matching performance helps transferred 
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the strain to the energy harvester more effectively, thus enhancing output voltages. 

When the acceleration is increasing, the output voltage generated by the pre-deformed 

energy harvester is higher than that of the non-pre-deformed sample, resulting from the 

debonding of the non-pre-deformed energy harvester and complex surfaces. Figure 5-

9d clearly shows that debonding was found between the non-pre-deformed energy 

harvester and substrate after 1 hour of vibration (300 Hz and 200 m/s2) because the 

elastic recovery of the material allows the energy harvester return to its original shape 

(flat film) after deformation. However, high frequency vibration accelerates the 

debonding process. However, owing to the shape matching before vibration, the pre-

deformed energy harvester (Figure 5-9e) was still firmly attached to the complex 

structure, even under high acceleration. Therefore, utilizing the shape memory effect, 

the PZT/SMPU energy harvester deformed into designed shapes to closely match 

complex structures, and may aid in harvesting energy more efficiently. 

The output voltage was also associated with the substrate materials. Figure 5-9b 

shows the difference in output voltages between the nylon substrate (55.6 mV) and the 

PMMA substrate (84.3 mV) applied with same vibration parameters (300 Hz in 

frequency and 200 m/s2 in acceleration). Compared with the nylon substrate, the output 

voltages of the PMMA substrate increased to 1.5 times at the acceleration of 200 m/s2, 

and the curve of output voltages of the pre-deformed PMMA substrate grows more 

quickly than that of the nylon substrate with increasing acceleration. Differing softness 

of the substrate materials (nylon and PMMA) leads to differences in strain during the 

vibration process, resulting in various output voltages, even though all the samples 
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closely conformed to the substrates. 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

The PZT/SMPU textiles-based energy harvester show the ability to generate output 

voltages responding to the external stimuli, and the output voltages promoted with the 

increasing of acceleration. The maximum output voltage of PZT 50%-M and PZT 60%-

M reach to 38.6 mV and 55.6 mV at 200 m/s2, respectively. 

The results show that the output voltages of the random PZT/SMPU nanofibers first 

increased and later decreased as the frequency increased from 600 to 2000 Hz at an 

acceleration of 233 m/s2, and increased with the increasing of acceleration from 10 to 

200 m/s2 under the vibration frequency of 1450 Hz. The modification of PZT particles 

improve the output voltages, because the better interfaces leading to the increase of 

stress and higher voltages. PZT 80%-M generated higher output voltages than those of 

PZT 80%-U at the acceleration from 10 to 200 m/s2 and vibration of 1450 Hz. The 

output voltage of PZT 80%-M is 1.58 times large than the voltage of PZT 80%-U at the 

acceleration of 200 m/s2 and frequency of 1450 Hz 

For the aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers, experiments demonstrated that optimizing 

the alignment angles of aligned nanofibers gave rise to higher output voltages. The 

output voltage generated by aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers are increased wi the 

decreasing of alignment degrees. The flexible energy harvester based on 0° aligned 

PZT/SMPU nanofibers (P/S-0) showed higher energy harvesting efficiency during 

vibration as compared with the random nanofibers. The P/S-0 generated 421 mV 
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voltage at displacements of 10 µm, which increased by 5.4 times compared with the 

P/S-R. 

Taking advantage of the shape memory effect, the PZT/SMPU energy harvester can 

be deformed to fit curved or complex structured surfaces and fixed at room temperature. 

This effect can be used to closely match harvester to curved surfaces for better energy 

harvesting. Our results showed that a pre-deformed energy harvester with a curved 

shape generated an output voltage of 84.3 mV, which is 3.21 times as high as that of a 

non-pre-deformed energy harvester (taped on the PMMA substrate). Our results 

confirm that the combination of shape memory and piezoelectric properties is very 

promising for potential application in flexible PZT/SMPU energy harvesters in a wide 

variety of fields for mechanical energy harvesting in sensors and wearable devices. 
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Chapter 6: Nanofiber-based wearable devices for energy 

harvesting in different motions 

6.1 Introduction 

Energy harvesting technology that converts energy like mechanical, solar, thermal 

energies into electric charges from surrounding environments has become one of 

important fields of research[1-3]. Energy harvesters meet the increasing demands of 

renewable energy sources, eco-friendly requirements, and can be used to power 

wearable electronics and so on. Among various kinds of energy harvesters, flexible 

wearable energy harvesters have attracted considerable research attention for improving 

their energy harvesting efficiency based on human body movements while ensuring 

flexibility. These harvesters offer the possibility of controlling electronics at any time 

and thus have a wide potential for application as health monitors[4], soft robotics[5], 

flexible solar cells[6], electric skins[7], and flexible energy harvesters[8]. Among these 

devices, wearable energy harvesters are of significance considering their energy 

conversion and motion detection capabilities. They are suitable for application as 

energy harvesters and sensors for harvesting waste mechanical energy or for monitoring 

human body part motions[9]. These wearable energy harvesters are based on 

piezoelectric[10], triboelectric[11], and electrostatic effects[12] that offer the 

possibility of converting mechanical movements from human motions to electricity. 

This harvested energy not only serves the device, it can also act as a power supply 

source for low power consumption electronic devices[13] and facilitate the 
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development of increasingly efficient energy storage technologies. 

With the development of wearable energy harvesters, there has been a shift in 

requirements for flexible, lightweight, and durable materials[14] that provide the right 

feel[15], which is similar to that of clothing on the human skin; the balance between 

energy harvesting properties and flexibility has become increasingly important. Owing 

to the inherent flexibility of polymers, polymer-based energy harvesters, which can be 

used in many portable and light-weight applications[16], have solved the flexibility 

problem associated with piezoelectric ceramics. Electrospinning, which allows the 

deposition and formation of polymer-based nanofibrous mats in random or aligned 

network structures, is an attractive low-cost and easy processing method for fabricating 

wearable energy harvesters. These polymer-based nanofibrous mats have a 1-D 

nanostructure and play a vital role in the design of new nanomaterials including in 

nanofabrication[17], biomaterials[18], and microelectromechanical systems[19]. In 

particular, because of their high aspect ratio and large surface area to volume ratio, the 

aligned nanofibers are used to enhance piezoelectricity in piezoelectric composites[20]. 

Nanofiber-based wearable energy harvesters exhibit excellent resistance to fatigue and 

repeatability, and they provide the wearable energy harvester with structural flexibility 

and wearing comfort. Most nanofiber-based wearable energy harvesters are designed to 

have aligned structures distributed along the body-length direction or aligned with the 

warp directions[21, 22]. 

Although the movable connections for the human body—joints—allow stretching, 

bending, or twisting, the motion of some joints including those of the fingers and the 
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knees is limited to one direction. Other joints and body parts are not only bendable, but 

are also twistable, and they can move in different directions, e.g., the forearm, neck, 

and the wrist. For the bending deformation induced by the joints, as the arm or finger 

angle is changed from 180° (full extension) to 90° (flexion), the upper skin layers are 

stretched, causing a significant increase of strain. That is why many researches focus 

on the wearable energy harvesters using human bending motion to improve the energy 

harvesting efficiency[23, 24]. Because of the characteristics of human structure, the 

skin is connected with each other and attached to the skeleton via muscle and fascia. 

Thus, the skin is stretched during the movement of human body, and the strain of skin 

stretching induced by various body motions will cause changes of strain orientation to 

a certain degree. Therefore, it is still challenging to harvest mechanical energy from 

different directions efficiently for various types of motions and optimize nanofiber 

alignment in developing energy harvesters. This research aims to investigate the 

influence of nanofiber alignment degree on the piezoelectricity and energy harvesting 

properties from the aligned structures and efficiently improve the energy harvesting 

properties in response to the deformation generated by various types of human body 

motions in the wearable energy harvester. 

In this study, nanofiber-based flexible piezoelectric energy harvesters were prepared 

via electrospinning and fabricated into wearable energy harvesters. Different alignment 

angles were selected for the nanofibers, i.e., random, 0°, 45°, and 90°, and the 

corresponding energy harvesters were fabricated with external vibrations generated by 

a square wave at a frequency of 1 Hz, which simulate the bending or twisting behaviors 
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derived from human motions at low frequency. The influence of the vibration directions 

and alignment angles on the energy harvesting performance of the harvesters were 

investigated by changing the angles between the samples and vibration direction. In 

addition, strain variations in the energy harvesters were simulated at different alignment 

angles, and the mechanism of energy harvesting at the optimal alignment angles were 

discussed. Because of the flexibility from the shape memory polyurethane (SMPU) 

matrix, the lead zirconate titanate (PZT)/SMPU nanofiber-based energy harvesters 

could be taped onto the joint parts of the human body as wearable energy harvesters to 

harvest mechanical energy, and the alignment angles of the nanofibers could be 

optimized to promote the output voltages resulting from the twisting and bending 

motions. The results obtained may provide a new strategy for the structural design of 

aligned nanofiber-based wearable energy harvesters for harvesting mechanical energy 

from human motions efficiently.  

 

6.2 Materials and methods  

6.2.1 Materials and preparation 

To improve the distribution of piezoelectric (PZT) particles in the SMPU matrix, the 

surfaces of PZT particles (HIZIRCO ALT, Hayashi Chemical Industry Co., Ltd., Japan) 

were modified[25], i.e., the PZT particles were mixed with an acetone and silane 

coupling agent (KBM-503, Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd., Japan) in a certain ratio, and 

they were dispersed using an ultrasonic device (Sonifier 250, Branson Ultrasonics 
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Corp., USA.). Finally, the mixture was dried at 70 °C to completely remove the acetone. 

The modified PZT particles were mixed with a solution of tetrahydrofuran 

/dimethylformamide (6/4 wt.%) and dispersed using an ultrasonic device for 16 min. 

After dispersion, the SMPU pellets (MM6520, SMP Technologies Inc., Japan) were 

added to the mixture while stirring; the PZT particle content was 80 wt.%. To prepare 

random and aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers via electrospinning, the PZT/SMPU 

solution was delivered into a syringe and applied at 20 kV. The collector was rotated at 

a speed of 19.63 m/min (for the aligned nanofibers) or 3.93 m/min (for random 

nanofibers), and it was placed at a distance of 7.5 cm from the syringe. 

 

6.2.2 Fabrication of wearable energy harvesters 

Based on alignment angles, four random and aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers types 

were cut from the nanofiber mats and divided into four groups: random (Wear-R), 0° 

(Wear-0), 45° (Wear-45), and 90° (Wear-90), depending on the alignment angles 

between the nanofiber and longitudinal directions. These four nanofibers groups were 

then fabricated into wearable energy harvesters (Fig. 6-1(a) and (c)). Pb-Pt alloy 

interdigitated electrodes were coated on the surface of the nanofibers using a designed 

aluminum mold and a sputtering machine (Fig. 6-1(b)); all samples were polarized in a 

10 kV/mm electric field in silicone oil at 80 °C for 2 h. 

The X-ray diffraction analyses (XRD) (MiniFlex 300, Rigaku Corporation, Japan) 

were employed to record the profiles of SMPU at 40 kV and 20 mA. The measurements 
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were operated in the range of 2θ from 10° to 90° at a rate of 0.04 deg/step and 5 deg/min.  

The surface morphology of nanofibers was observed by a scanning electron 

microscopy (SU1510, Hitachi Co., Ltd., Japan), and Energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) was done to obtain the chemical compositions of the PZT/SMPU 

nanofibers. 

 

6.2.3 Energy harvesting from different vibration directions 

 

Figure. 6-1 PZT/SMPU nanofiber-based energy harvesters. (a) Structural diagram of 

the PZT/SMPU nanofiber energy harvester; (b) Actual image and schematic of 
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interdigitated electrode; (c) SEM image of aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers; (d) Image 

of PZT/SMPU nanofibers in the twisted state; and (d) Schematic of energy harvesting 

system for bending and twisting. 

 

The energy harvesting system is shown in Fig. 6-1(e). The energy harvesters were 

taped to the surface of a 0.5-mm-thick polyester substrate. One end of the substrate was 

taped to the top of a vibration exciter (SL-0105, Cybernavi Inc., Japan), and the other 

end was fixed. The substrate was vibrated using a square wave supplied by a signal 

generator (AD-8624A, A&D Company, Limited, Japan) with input at a frequency of 1 

Hz. The determination of the energy harvesting performance was performed in the 

bending and twisting modes with displacements of 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, and 1.6 mm, and at 

turning angles of 1.4°, 2.9°, 4.3°, and 5.7°, which were adjusted using a power amplifier 

(APD-050FCA, Cybernavi Inc.) and measured using a laser interferometer (SI-F01, 

Keyence Corp., Japan). All experimental data were recorded using an oscilloscope (DS-

5414A, Iwatsu Electric Co., Ltd., Japan), and all output voltages were peak-to-peak 

open circuit voltages. 
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6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 Effect of alignment angles on piezoelectric properties 

 

Figure. 6-2 (a) XRD patterns and (b) EDS spectrum of the of PZT/SMPU nanofiber. (c) 

Schematic illustration of the experimental system for the PZT/SMPU energy harvester 

in the nanofiber direction. (d) Actual image of the experimental setup of the U-shaped 

PZT/SMPU energy harvester. (e) Voltage–force relationship based on the experimental 

results corresponding to the random and aligned PZT/SMPU energy harvesters. 

 

Fig.6-2a shows the x-ray diffraction spectrum of the PZT/SMPU nanofibers. The 
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diffraction peaks of perovskite phase are observed in the figure and the peak of (110) is 

perfectively oriented. The EDS of PZT/SMPU nanofibers is shown in the Fig. 6-2b. 

The results confirmed that the PZT/SMPU nanofibers contains lead (Pb), titanium (Ti), 

zirconium (Zr), oxygen (O) and carbon (C). The PZT/SMPU nanofibers are deposited 

along the longitudinal direction of the energy harvesters at different orientation. To 

evaluate the piezoelectric properties of these energy harvesters, impact hammer tapping 

tests are conducted, and the energy harvester are vertically placed and deformed to have 

a “U” shape (Fig. 6-2(c)). Exploiting the shape memory effect, the SMPU-based energy 

harvesters were curved and deformed to be U-shaped at ~70 °C (Tg of the SMPU was 

65 °C). Thereafter, the sample was cooled to room temperature to fix the temporary 

shape, and both ends of the energy harvesters were tapped on glass. Compared with a 

plate film, the energy harvesters could stand in a stable manner in the vertical direction 

because of the U-shaped structure (Fig. 6-2(d)). To activate energy harvesters, an impact 

hammer (Type 8204 Impact hammer, Brüel & Kjær Sound & Vibration Measurement, 

Denmark) was used to knock the upper glass. The impulsive force was measured using 

the force sensor, and the resulting output voltages were recorded using an oscilloscope. 

Fig. 6-2(e) shows the results of the hammer tapping test for both the random and 

aligned energy harvesters. From the figure, it is evident that output voltages generated 

by the piezoelectric effect were promoted when the impulse forces were increased. The 

PZT/SMPU nanofibers were orderly or randomly arranged along the longitudinal 

direction of the energy harvesters, and they could generate voltages in response to the 

impulse forces from the top to the bottom. Further, it was evident that the output 
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voltages increased at a faster rate as the alignment angle changed from 90° to 0°. In 

particular, Wear-0 generated 221 mV when a force impulse of 292 mN was applied, and 

it showed a greater performance when generating output voltages in the range of 49–

378 mV compared to other energy harvesters.  

The different output voltages observed under the influence of different impulsive 

forces could be attributed to two factors, the orientation of nanofibers and the force. 

The piezoelectric properties of the nanofibers were estimated via the direct 

measurement of the piezoelectric effect associated with energy harvesters. The 

piezoelectric coefficient is a constant that represents piezoelectric properties, and it is 

estimated using stress-induced charges resulting from the direct piezoelectric effect, 

which is measured using  

𝑑 =
𝛥𝑄

Δ𝑁
         (1) 

where d represents the piezoelectric coefficient, ΔQ represents the induced charge, 

and ΔN represents the stress applied on the energy harvesters. 

According to Equation (1), the piezoelectric coefficient is proportional to the output 

voltage under the same loading. A comparison of the energy harvesters showed that 

Wear-0 could generate higher output voltages under the same applied stress compared 

to others, thereby indicating higher piezoelectric properties. Given that the nanofibers 

are the main load-bearing objects in the energy harvesters, an increase in their 

proportion leads to superior piezoelectric properties in the longitudinal direction. Thus, 

it is reasonable that Wear-0 showed superior energy harvesting performance with 

nanofibers aligned in the longitudinal direction.  
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Fig. 6-3. (a) Polarization direction on nanofibers with an interdigitated electrode. (b) 

Polarization direction on different alignment angles of nanofibers. Schematic of the 

polarization direction on the different alignment angles of the nanofibers, the structure 

of the wearable energy harvesters, and the interdigitated electrodes with (c) Randomly-, 

(d) 0°-, (e) 45°-, and (f) 90°-aligned nanofibers.  

 

The polarization direction of the piezoelectric nanofibers also affects piezoelectric 

properties. The interdigitated electrodes utilized the piezoelectric effect along the length 

direction (1.8 cm) rather than along the thickness (200 μm). The anisotropic (aligned) 

and isotropic (random) PZT/SMPU nanofibers with the polarization direction along the 

longitudinal direction of the samples are shown in Fig. 6-3(a). The PZT/SMPU 

nanofiber-based energy harvesters consisted of network structures made from high-

permittivity ceramic phase (PZT) and low-permittivity polymer and pore phases 

(SMPU and air). Such random or aligned network structures are influenced by the 

distribution of the electric field during the polarization process. 
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Nanofibers with dielectric inclusions parallel to the axis of the polarization direction 

(Fig. 6-3(b)) generate electric fields with higher field strengths compared to those 

generated by permittivity phases close to the pore caused by the desirable distribution 

of the local electric field in the polarization system[26, 27]. Thus, Wear-0 showed more 

promising piezoelectric properties, and it was characterized by a more effective 

polarization process compared with randomly, slantingly, or transversely aligned 

materials (Fig. 6-3(c–f)), which resulted in higher responding voltages under the same 

impulsive force. 

 

6.3.2 Effect of alignment angles on the energy harvesting properties with respect 

to bending and twisting motions 

 

Fig. 6-4. Output voltage vs. (a) Displacement (mm) and (b) Twist angle (°) of the 

PZT/SMPU energy harvesters. Finite element analysis of various nanofiber alignments 

in bending motion: (c) Random, (d) 0°, (e) 45°, and (f) 90°, and in twisting motion: (g) 

Random, (h) 0°, (i) 45°, and (j) 90°. 
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As shown in Fig. 6-1(d), the developed PZT/SMPU nanofiber energy harvesters 

showed good flexibility, and therefore, they could be deformed easily and repeatedly. 

Fig. 6-4(a-b) show the output voltages of the random and aligned PZT/SMPU nanofiber 

energy harvesters obtained from bending and twisting motions at different 

displacements and twist angles. 

The strain induced by the bending or twisting motion was transmitted to the energy 

harvesters along the substrates (Fig. 6-1(e)) at certain directions, thereby producing 

stresses on the energy harvesters and thus leading to a closer molecular dipole moment 

that generated voltage. During the bending tests, four energy harvester types generated 

different voltages under different displacements (0.4, 0.8, 1.2, and 1.6 mm). All output 

voltages generated from the energy harvesters increased as the displacement increased 

(Fig. 6-4(a)). In addition, a comparison of the harvested energies showed that Wear-0 

achieved the maximum output voltage of 39.6 mV. However, that generated by Wear-

90 was relatively lower compared with those of the other samples. There was no 

significant difference between the output voltage trends corresponding to Wear-45 and 

Wear-R. The waveform of the output voltages corresponding to Wear-45 and Wear-R 

showed an increasing trend as the displacement increased, reaching maximum values 

of 31.1 and 31.8 mV at 1.6 mm, respectively. 

When energy harvesters were evaluated during the bending tests, the nanofibers 

along the longitudinal direction of the samples were the primary load-bearing 

components that significantly determined the bending behavior. Compared with other 

energy harvesters, Wear-0, which was positioned parallel to the vibration direction, 
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showed higher output voltages that resulted from the application of higher stresses on 

the nanofibers. Therefore, there is a link between increments in output voltage and the 

angle between the nanofibers and strain directions. For the other harvesters (Wear-45, 

Wear-90, and Wear-R), the contributions of the nanofibers to the output voltage were 

less significant. 

To illustrate the stress distribution in the nanofibers visually, ANSYS code was 

used for simulation under the following conditions: one end of the energy harvester and 

the polyester substrate were fixed, while a displacement of 1.6 mm was applied to the 

other end of the substrate. Fig. 6-4(c–f) show the stress distributions in the energy 

harvesters caused by the bending motion. The stresses induced by the vibration 

displacement at the top of the substrate were transferred to the energy harvesters along 

the substrate; thus, all energy harvesters showed continuous stress distribution. The 

highest stress applied on Wear-0 reached 2.46 MPa, and it increased by at least 7.4% 

compared with those applied on Wear-45, Wear-90, and Wear-R. This observation could 

be attributed to the increase in the elastic modulus of the nanofibers. Wear-0 showed a 

higher elastic modulus, which was linked to the stiffness of the material compared with 

the other samples. This increment indicated that Wear-0 has a greater potential to resist 

plastic deformation, thereby enabling nanofibers to endure more stress under the 

influence of the bending motion. 

As illustrated in Fig. 6-4(b), twist experiments showed a different phenomenon. 

The torsion in the energy harvesting system could be resolved into stress and 

compression applied on the energy harvesters at certain angles along the substrate. In 
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addition, the figure shows output voltages harvested under different twist angles 

because of the twisting motion from 1.4–5.7°. Indeed, the output voltage was 

proportional to the increase in the twist angle, and those corresponding to Wear-R, 

Wear-0, Wear-45, and Wear-90 increased, and reached the maximum values of 24.3, 

21.8, 63.1, and 16.8 mV, respectively, as the twist angle increased. There was a 3.75-

fold increase in the output voltages when the alignment angle changed from 90° to 45°.  

Unlike the bending motion, the twisting motion rotated the substrate at a certain 

angle, transmitting strain to the energy harvesters. Thus, the effect of the 45°-aligned 

nanofibers, which were predominantly controlled by the twisting motion of the energy 

harvesters on the output voltages was greater than those of the 0°-, 90°-, and randomly-

aligned nanofibers. The results of the finite element analysis performed using ANSYS 

code (Fig. 6-4(g–j)) demonstrated the maximum stresses applied on Wear-45 were 

higher than those corresponding to the other nanofiber alignments. It reached 2.03 MPa, 

which represents a 1.48-, 4.72-, and 1.15-fold increase relative to the randomly-, 0°-, 

and 90°-aligned nanofibers, respectively. The applied stresses were mostly directed to 

the 45°-aligned nanofibers, which represent the group with the most significant 

influence considering the energy harvester. 

Thus, output voltages were associated with the alignment angle of the nanofibers. 

When the nanofibers and vibration source were aligned in the same direction, the 

stresses applied on the energy harvesters were enhanced. Given that there was a strain 

in the structure of the PZT crystal when it was subjected to stress, which pushed some 

of the molecular dipole moments closer or further apart, it resulted in the generation of 
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external electrical charges. Thus, increments in stress led to increments in the output 

voltage. 

 

6.3.3 Energy harvesting in different human motions 

 

Fig. 6-5 Schematic of the deformation of energy harvesters and nanofibers because of 

different human movements: (a) Bending, (b) Twisting, and (c) Applying pressure. 

Output voltages generated by the PZT/SMPU nanofiber-based wearable energy 

harvester under different human movements: (d) Bending, (e) Twisting, and (f) 

Applying pressure. 
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The main motions associated with human movements can be classified as bending, 

twisting, and pressuring motions, which correspond to tension and compression in 

different directions. The deformations of the wearable energy harvesters caused by 

finger bending are shown in Fig. 6-5(a). The bending motion resulted in the 

displacement of the aligned nanofibers, which were stretched along the x-direction 

(longitudinal direction of the samples). Under the influence of the twisting motion, the 

energy harvesters underwent twisting. The torsion tended to twist the parts of the energy 

harvester to one side, while the other parts remained intact (Fig. 6-5(b)). The shear 

stress in the shaft of the energy harvester and human body could be resolved into two 

groups of principal stresses, i.e., tension and compression. The stress was oriented at a 

certain degree around the shaft along the direction of the maximum principal stress. In 

addition, the twisting motion strengthened and compressed the energy harvesters at a 

certain angle. The quasi-static compression exerted a compressive force in the z-

direction, which is parallel to the thickness of the energy harvester and perpendicular 

to the PZT/SMPU nanofibers. 

Owing to their high flexibility, the PZT/SMPU energy harvesters can be potential 

employed as wearable energy harvesters to harvest waste mechanical energy resulting 

from human motion. To investigate the energy harvesting properties of nanofibers and 

the effect of their alignment angles on their energy harvesting function, the PZT/SMPU 

wearable energy harvesters were taped to different parts of the human body, and they 

were subjected to bending (by a finger), twisting (by a wrist), and application of 

pressure (by a finger). The resulting output voltages corresponding to these different 
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body movements were then determined. Because human motions are primarily in the 

low-frequency range, the movement frequency of the body was controlled in the range 

1–5 Hz.  

To evaluate the performance of the energy harvesters under the influence of bending 

motion, they were taped on the top of the proximal interphalangeal joint and bent at 90°. 

The output voltages corresponding to the random and aligned PZT/SMPU wearable 

energy harvesters resulting from the bending motion of a finger are shown in Fig. 6-

5(d). The energy harvesters were firmly taped on the surfaces of the fingers, and output 

voltages were generated as the fingers were bent. The randomly-, 0°-, 45°-, and 90°- 

aligned energy harvesters generated the average maximum output voltages of 78, 537, 

231, and 78 mV, respectively. In addition, the output voltage corresponding to Wear-0 

was 6.88-fold higher than those corresponding to Wear-R and Wear-90. For bending 

joints, such as the fingers and toes, the bending load was applied parallel to the joint 

surfaces, thereby stretching the surfaces. Compared with other nanofiber samples, the 

nanofibers in Wear-0 were parallel to the direction of the bending, and this resulted in 

higher output voltages. These results are consistent with the simulation results shown 

in Fig. 6-4(c-f).  

The output voltages of the wearable energy harvesters for the twisting motion are 

shown in Fig. 6-5(e). To determine the performance of wearable energy harvesters 

subjected to twisting motions, they were taped onto the arm above the radius, and the 

arm was twisted at an angle of 90°. It was observed that the energy harvesters could 

generate voltages because of this mechanical motion of the human arm. With respect to 
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the alignment of the energy harvesters, Wear-45 showed excellent output voltages (55 

mV), which reduced when the alignment angles change to 0° and 90° (i.e., 23 and 36 

mV, respectively). Wear-R also exhibited good energy harvesting properties (43 mV) 

compared with those for Wear-0 and Wear-90. These results indicate that the voltages 

generated by Wear-0 are lower than those generated by Wear-45 and Wear-90. This 

difference can be attributed to the different deformations resulting from twisting and 

bending motions. Compared with the twisting deformation, the bending of a joint, such 

as the knee or the fingers, can extend to more than 90°, leaving a large amount of stretch 

deformation on the human skin. However, arm twisting, which is limited by the bone, 

muscles, as well as blood vessels, results in less skin deformation in the transverse 

direction. Thus, the voltages generated as a result of the twisting motions were lower 

than those resulting from the bending motions. Further, the human skin followed the 

twisting direction of the forearm, and applied the generated deformation onto the 

wearable energy harvesters; however, the twisting did not align with the longitudinal 

direction of the arm. Rather, it aligned with the twisting in the transverse direction as 

shown in Fig. 6-5(b). Therefore, based on the angle of the principal stresses associated 

with the twisting motion, adjusting the alignment angles to ~ 45° will result in the 

deformation of the wearable energy harvesters, which enhances their energy harvesting 

performance under the influence of twisting motions.  

The effects of the motion of applying pressure on the performance of energy 

harvesters was different compared to those of the bending and twisting motions. The 

large force—regarded as a fast-acting impact or impulse force resulting from human 
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pressure—applied on the energy harvesters for a short duration (Fig. 6-5(c)) pushed 

some of the molecular dipole moments closer or further apart, thereby resulting in 

impulse voltage generation. The mechanical energy from the pressure was harvested by 

the wearable energy harvesters as shown in Fig. 6-5(f). The developed wearable energy 

harvesters were firmly attached on the wrist, and mechanical pressure was applied via 

a compression cycle of a finger. These dynamic impact forces caused the wearable 

energy harvesters to generate impulse voltages in the range 1–5 Hz. The results obtained 

showed that there were no significant differences between the output voltages 

corresponding to the four types of wearable energy harvesters, suggesting that there is 

no relationship between the alignment angle of the nanofibers and the output voltages 

generated under the influence of impact pressure. These impulse voltages were 

primarily generated as a result of deformation in the thickness direction, which depends 

on the density of the PZT materials. These results indicate that aligned nanofiber-based 

wearable energy harvesters are suitable for harvesting energy from human movements 

such as finger and arm joint movements, and they have potential for application in the 

detection of the direction of vibration sources, which is suitable for motion monitoring. 

 

6.4 Conclusions 

In this study, well-aligned PZT/SMPU-based electrospun nanofibers were prepared 

and fabricated into wearable energy harvesters. By adjusting the alignment angle of the 

nanofibers, which acted as the main load-bearing object, the proportion of the 

nanofibers was optimized to improve energy harvesting efficiency under the influence 
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of bending and twisting motions. The results obtained revealed that Wear-0 and Wear-

45 had higher energy harvesting efficiencies, and their maximum output voltages were 

39.6 and 63.1 mV owing to the bending and twisting motions, respectively. The 

ANSYS code was used to stimulate the stress distribution in the energy harvesters and 

clarify the mechanism by which the alignments angles of the nanofibers enhanced the 

output voltages corresponding to different motions. The simulation results showed that 

the maximum stresses applied on Wear-0 and Wear-45 were increased by at least 7.4% 

and 11.5%, respectively, because of the bending and twisting motions. The consistency 

between the nanofiber alignment and strain directions enabled Wear-0 and Wear-45 

energy harvesters to be identified as optimal structures based on their output voltages.  

For practical tests, flexible energy harvesters were taped onto the human body to 

convert mechanical energy into electricity. Relative to the random nanofiber-based 

energy harvesters, the aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers-based wearable energy 

harvesters showed different performances under different types of human movements. 

Wear-0 and Wear-45 showed higher energy harvesting efficiencies under finger bending 

and wrist twisting motions, and their maximum output voltages were 537 and 55 mV, 

respectively, and this represents an increase of at least 27.9% compared with those of 

other samples. These results demonstrate that adjusting the alignment angle according 

to the bending or twisting directions from the joints has an effect on the performance 

of the energy harvesters. However, under tests for applying pressure, there were no 

obvious differences between the random and aligned energy harvesters. 

In addition, the effect of the alignment angle on the piezoelectric properties of the 
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energy harvesters in the longitudinal direction was investigated. Wear-0 showed better 

piezoelectric properties, and under the same impulse force, they generated an output 

voltage higher than those of other samples, i.e., 282 mV, which was 4.2-folds higher 

than that generated by Wear-90. This enhanced output voltage generation could 

primarily be attributed to the desirable distribution of dielectric inclusions, which 

induced high local electric fields along the polarization direction. This enhanced the 

performance of the energy harvesters and their ability to act as sensors considering their 

high efficiency and sensitivity.  

This study provides insight into the control and design of the alignment angle of 

nanofibers in wearable energy harvesters based on the movement directions of different 

joints to improve energy harvesting properties. 
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Chapter 7: General conclusions 

PZT/SMPU composite fibers and nanofibers are prepared with two combined smart 

effects (piezoelectric and shape memory effects). The developed PZT/SMPU composite 

fibers and nanofibers not only exhibit excellent shape memory properties but also show 

superior energy harvesting properties from external vibration. The remarkable 

performance ensures that the resultant composites can be applied in a wide range of 

applications due to the piezoelectric or shape memory effect. This would facilitate the 

development of the flexible energy harvester and harvesting energy from complex 

surfaces. The main conclusions of this study are given below. 

In the Chapter 2, the optimal method to prepare PZT/SMPU composites was 

proposed and the characterization of the developed materials was clarified. The 

proposed surface modification significantly improved the dispersion of PZT particles 

in the SMPU matrix, and enhanced the interactive force between particles and the 

polymer matrix，while PZT particles aggregate together before modification and 

showed weak interfacial bonding between fillers and the polymer matrix due to the poor 

dispersion. The results proved that the silane coupling agents are coated on the surface 

of PZT particles, as a bridge to bind the SMPU matrix and particles. Thus, the saline 

coupling agents improve the dispersion and interfaces between the fillers and polymer 

matrix. The aligned SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers are distributed in the rotation 

direction with alignment degrees of 0°, 45° and 90°, leading to the formation of high-

density PZT/SMPU nanofiber mats, while the random nanofibers were disordered in 

spatial orientation and exhibited a wide range of alignment degrees. The results from 
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BET surface area and density show that the aligned nanofibers (including SMPU and 

PZT/SMPU nanofibers) have lower BET surface area and higher density, compared 

with the random nanofibers, indicated that the aligned nanofibers have higher volume 

of nanofibers and more compact in the same area.  

In the Chapter 3, the static and cyclic mechanical measurements were conducted and 

their mechanical properties were clarified. The influence of the filler content and the 

effect of modification on their mechanical properties were also studied. The results 

showed that compared to unmodified samples, random PZT/SMPU nanofibers 

exhibited superior mechanical properties, including yield stress, tensile stress and 

elastic modulus. The enhanced performance is considered as a result of from the 

increased interfacial interactions enhanced by silane coupling agents. Additionally, the 

recovery rate and recovery stress of modified PZT/SMPU nanofibers are higher than 

those of unmodified nanofibers because of the increased storage modulus by 

modification. Even the content of PZT reaches 80%, the shape recovery rates are still 

no less than 84.8%, revealing a good shape recovery ability of modified nanofibers. 

The strong interface also helps the stress transmission between PZT fillers and the 

SMPU matrix, leading to the higher energy harvesting properties than those of 

unmodified nanofiber. 

According to the optimal alignment degree of nanofibers, the mechanical properties 

of aligned nanofibers show higher yield stress, elastic modulus, tensile strength and 

breaking strain than those of randomly oriented nanofibers. The alignment angles play 

an important role in mechanical properties. This is because the volume of nanofibers 
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along the strain direction determines overall mechanical properties, which bears the 

main applied load during the tensile process. The aligned nanofibers are drafted and 

stretched along the longitudinal direction during the preparation process, which endows 

aligned nanofiber with higher stored energy than that of random nanofibers and enhance 

elasticity and stiffness. 

In the Chapter 4, the excellent shape memory properties of pristine SMPU and 

PZT/SMPU composite nanofibers were investigated, and the mechanism of shape 

recovery and fixing were clarified. With the increasing content of PZT fillers, the 

improvement of storage modulus gives rise to the shape recovery stress, while such 

high-content particles hinder the movement of the SMPU molecular chain and decrease 

the shape recovery rate. Compared with random SMPU nanofibers, aligned SMPU 

nanofibers have more orientation ratio of nanofibers along the loading direction and 

higher stiffness, which may cause the less polymer chain slippage of soft segments 

during tensile and the low strain above Tg. This can explain why aligned nanofibers 

have a higher shape recovery rate than that of random nanofibers. Furthermore, the 

aligned SMPU and PZT/SMPU nanofibers with higher elastic modulus are more easily 

to recover from the strain after removing stress than restricted ones, leaving longer 

strain retention and lower shape fixity than those of random nanofibers.  

In the Chapter 5, the piezoelectric effect of PZT/SMPU composite fibers and 

nanofibers were discussed relative to the output voltage generation in response to 

applied external stress. The influence and mechanism of the alignment degree on the 

energy harvesting performance at various acceleration, frequency and displacements 
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were systemically investigated. With the increasing vibration frequency, the output 

voltages rapidly increased and reached the maximum value, because the increasing 

frequency can boost the straining rate under the same applied acceleration. With the 

increasing acceleration and displacements, the peak-to-peak voltages generated by the 

aligned nanofiber-based energy harvester increased, because the increasing 

accelerations can improve stresses. The energy harvesting properties are associated 

with the alignment degree of the nanofiber. The aligned nanofibers along the poling 

direction and strain direction can augment the strain rate and mechanical stress, thus 

enhance output voltages. The aligned PZT/SMPU nanofibers can generate more output 

voltages compared with random nanofibers. Even at the same content of piezoelectric 

materials, the higher specific density of aligned nanofibers increased energy harvesting 

properties.  

In the Chapter 6, the developed PZT/SMPU nanofibers were endowed to a promising 

potential in the energy harvesting for curved surfaces due to shape memory effect and 

easy deformation of SMPs. The PZT/SMPU nanofiber-based energy harvester can be 

deformed to match the shape of the designed complex surface, and then fix the 

temporary shape after cooling down to room temperature. This kind of intimate 

attachment facilitates energy harvester to closely match complex structures, resulting 

in higher output voltages, even under high acceleration. 

In summary, PZT/SMPU composites possess both piezoelectric and shape memory 

effects. The prepared multifunctional smart composite material can be applied in 

various fields. More efforts should be made to continuously address technical problems 
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and develop more applications in future works. 
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